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CF: 92000-gkci33b

NUTID gas cooktop

See p. 6

$499

CF: 92000-gkci33b TF: 92000-us_002
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CF: 92000-sbki02b

162 sq ft
 

AKURUM/APPLÅD/
APPLÅD RUBRIK kitchen

$2199
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

AKURUM kitchen with APPLÅD 
white doors and RUBRIK APPLÅD 
yellow doors $2199 APPLÅD doors 
in painted finish. RUBRIK APPLÅD 
doors in painted finish. Shown with 
ATTEST stainless steel handles and 
NUMERÄR white laminate countertop 
with wood colored multilayer edge. 
Requires assembly.

CF: 92000-sbki02b VERSION:0TF: 92000-us_004
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A big family needs a great kitchen.  
Not a giant investment.

AKURUM kitchen with APPLÅD white doors 
and RUBRIK APPLÅD yellow doors 

$2199
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The kitchen has a lot of potential to 

save energy. All our dishwashers and 

side-by-side fridges and freezers are 

Energy Star® Qualified. This means 

they use little energy, which helps a lot. 

And doing small things – like running 

the dishwasher only when it’s full 

– saves even more energy in the long 

run. And money too. Isn’t it good then 

that our appliances have a FREE 5-year 

limited warranty?

AKURUM kitchen with TIDAHOLM brown-
black doors/drawer fronts $4899 Stained and 

clear lacquered solid oak/oak veneer. Shown with 

VINNA stainless steel handles and PRÄGEL white 
laminate countertop. RA.
RENLIG integrated dishwasher $599 
Fully integrated dishwasher with timer. 14 place 
setting. 4 cycles; normal wash, light wash, heavy 
wash and rinse only. Energy Star® Qualified. 
W24×D23¾×H33⅞". Black 601.423.70
NUTID gas cooktop $499 Three burners. 

Removable pot support in durable cast iron for 
increased stability and easy cleaning. Heats 
quickly and reacts rapidly and precisely when you 

regulate temperature; easy to adjust the heat. 
W30⅜×D13¾×H2¼". Black 801.520.23
NUTID HDN P850 extractor hood $899 
Three speed fan. Use in two ways: preset for 

connection to ductwork for outdoor venting or 

use with a charcoal filter for recirculation of air. 
2×40W halogen bulbs included. Washable filter 
included. Stainless steel. W30×D19⅝×H31⅞–
46½". 301.423.57
DÅTID oven $749 Delay bake and delay  
clean function. Custom broil. 4.1 cu ft.
W29¾×D23⅞×H29". Anthracite 901.423.21
DÅTID microwave oven $549 
Installs in a high cabinet. Auto cook, reheat and 
defrost functions. Electronic timer. 10 power 
levels. 800W. 1.4 cu ft. W29¾×D21¼×H17⅞".  
Anthracite 201.423.29
NUTID S23 counter-depth fridge+freezer 
$1399 Water and ice maker in door. Three 
adjustable tempered glass shelves. Stainless 
steel. Energy Star® Qualified. Fridge: 14 cu ft.  
Freezer: 9.01 cu ft. W36×D27½×H68¾". 
201.423.72
UTBY kitchen island $328 Adjustable legs; 
stands steady on both even and uneven surfaces. 

Stainless steel. RA. L47¼×D23⅝×H35⅜". 
598.434.66

All IKEA appliances have a 
FREE 5-year limited warranty. 

(Except LAGAN). 
Find out more on page 73.

183 sq ft
 

AKURUM/TIDAHOLM kitchen

$4899
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

RA Requires Assembly     Appliances shown require installation.                                                                                                   DREAM KITCHENS

DÅTID oven 

$749



CF: 92000-sbki05i

102 sq ft

AKURUM/LIDINGÖ kitchen

$1849
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

CF: 92000-sbki05i VERSION:1TF: 92000-us_008
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Made for everyday life. Tested accordingly.

LEFT PAGE:

AKURUM kitchen with LIDINGÖ white doors/
drawer fronts and LIDINGÖ glass doors $1849 
LIDINGÖ doors/drawer fronts in painted finish and 
tempered glass doors. Shown with ANTIK brushed 
nickel-plated aluminum handles and knobs. RA.

Find out more about our limited 

warranties on page 73.i

DREAM KITCHENS

Cabinets, Drawers and 
Shelves  To ensure they’re  
really durable we put the 
weight of enough dinner 
plates to feed your child’s 
football team on a shelf and 
keep it there for a week.

Kitchen Fronts  Breakfast, 

lunch and dinner. You open 
your cabinets many times each 
day. We hang 22 pounds on a 
door and then open and close 
it 200,000 times to ensure it 

stands years and years of 

everyday use.

Countertops  Your counter-
top must stand hot plates and 
splashes of tomato sauce, so 
we drench it in water, oil and 
coffee and then we impact-
test the top and edges to 
make sure they’re durable. 

Sinks  If it’s one thing a sink 
has to put up with, it’s water. 
Stainless sinks are dipped into 

salt water to make sure there’s 
no corrosion. Ceramic sinks 

are tested so they don’t crack 
when you pour hot pasta 
water into them.

Faucets  You use the faucet 
a lot - doing dishes as well as 
rinsing. We test durability by 

turning it on and off 500,000 

times and then make sure 
that there are not any leaks.

IKEA appliances To avoid 

fingers getting burned, our 
ovens have heat-insulating 
doors. We constantly test our 

appliances and manufacture 

every single one according 

to the most stringent quality 
standards to make sure  

they are safe and work for 
everyday life.

RA Requires Assembly
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AKURUM kitchen with ÄDEL medium brown 
doors/drawer fronts, ÄDEL glass doors and 
RUBRIK doors/drawer fronts $2699  
ÄDEL doors/drawer fronts in stained and clear 
lacquered solid birch and tempered glass doors. 
RUBRIK doors and drawer fronts in stainless 
steel. Shown with KORREKT clear lacquered 
nickel-plated zinc handles and PRÄGEL white 
laminate countertop. RA.
NUTID fridge+freezer $1449  
Four adjustable tempered glass shelves.  
Energy Star® Qualified. Fridge: 17.3 cu ft. 
Freezer: 7.5 cu ft. W36×D32×H70". 
Stainless steel. 801.423.74
GRUNDTAL cabinet lighting $19.99/ea  
Halogen bulb included. Brushed nickel-plated 
steel. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. RA. 
Max 20W. 501.435.82. Use with ANSLUTA 
power supply cord $15/ea Lighting combina-
tion of up to six lamps. Plastic. RA. Cord L 11'6". 
901.209.32 
BASISK pendant lamp $16.99/ea 
Nickel-plated steel. Mouthblown glass shade. 
Designer: Wiebke Braasch. RA. Max 75W. 
Shade Ø8". White 101.502.11  
GRUNDTAL countertop halogen lighting 
$49.99/ea Three halogen bulbs included.   
Steel and plastic. Glass. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. RA. Max 3×10W. W22×D3×H1". 
Stainless steel/gray 301.193.28.  Use with 
ANSLUTA power cord $5 Connect up to  
10 lamps. Plastic. RA. Cord L 11'6". 301.214.11  
GRUNDTAL spotlight $8.99/ea 
Halogen bulb included. Powder-coated steel 
and glass. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. RA. 
Max 10W. Ø3, H1". White 501.283.84

GRUNDTAL cabinet lighting 

$1999
/ea

1
2

9
 s

q
 f
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AKURUM/ÄDEL kitchen

$2699
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

The right combination of lighting can 

make it easier to work in the kitchen.

Good task lighting, like countertop 

spotlights, helps you fillet that fish and 

the spotlights above the cabinet doors 

make it easier to find what you need. 

Add lighting inside glass cabinets and 

light strips by the floor to help set the 

perfect cozy mood. General lighting, 

like pendant lamps, tie it all together.  

A big change, with small means.

RA=Requires Assembly     Appliances shown require installation.
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AKURUM kitchen with STÅT white doors/
drawer fronts and STÅT glass doors $2499 
STÅT doors/drawer fronts in painted finish and 
tempered glass doors. Shown with GREJ brushed 
nickel-plated zinc handles and PRÄGEL white 
marble effect laminate countertop. RA.

RENLIG integrated dishwasher $599  
Fully integrated dishwasher with timer.  
14 place settings. 4 cycles; normal wash, light 
wash, heavy wash and rinse only. Energy Star® 
Qualified. W24×D23¾×33⅞".  
Black 601.423.70
DÅTID oven $749 Delay bake and delay clean 
function. 4.1 cu ft. W29¾×D23⅞×H29". 
Anthracite 901.423.21
DÅTID microwave oven $549 Installs in a high 
cabinet. Auto cook, reheat and defrost functions 
with preset categories. 800W. 1.4 cu ft. 
W29¾×D21¼×H17⅞". Anthracite 201.423.29
STENSTORP kitchen island $379 
Free-standing kitchen island. Bar stools with 
seat height 24¾" fit in well with this kitchen 
island. Oiled solid oak and painted finish. 
Stainless steel. Designer: Carina Bengs. RA. 
L49⅝×W31⅛×H35⅜". White 001.169.96

162 sq ft

AKURUM/STÅT kitchen

$2499
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

STENSTORP kitchen island

$379

Sink near the dishwasher, near the 

shelves where the plates are kept. 

Ergonomics is just another way of 

saying everything is exactly where you 

expect and need it to be. The cooking 

flows naturally as pots are within reach 

and dry goods close at hand. Even your 

furry best friend has his bowl at snout 

height, ready to serve up his kibbles.

By installing your oven and 

microwave oven in a high 

cabinet you create a more 

ergonomic working height. 

Make sure there is workspace 

next to it, where you can put 

hot baking tins.

RA=Requires Assembly     Appliances shown require installation.
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65 sq ft
 

AKURUM/NEXUS/RUBRIK kitchen

$1099
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 28.

15

When it’s smart, 
you can’t tell it’s 
small 
LEFT PAGE:

AKURUM kitchen with NEXUS brown-black doors/

drawer fronts and new RUBRIK copper effect doors 

$1099 NEXUS doors/drawer fronts in stained and clear 
lacquered oak veneer. RUBRIK doors in high-pressure 
melamine laminate. Shown with STRECKET copper-color 
handles and NUMERÄR brown-black laminate countertop 
with aluminum effect edge. RA.
NUTID forced air oven $749 

Convection. Broil pan included. Oven with catalytic 
enamel plates; makes cleaning easy. 3.1 cu ft. 
W24×D21⅛×H23⅜". Stainless steel 801.423.45
LUFTIG HOO C50 extractor hood $499 

Wall mounted extractor hood with three different speeds. 
7.47 sones. 400 CFM, ducted using 6" round ventilation. 
Stainless steel. W30×D20¼×H35⅞–51¾". 500.920.16

THIS page:
1. Create more elbow room with MARGINAL shelves. 
They’re narrow enough to stay out of the way when  
there’s company but have just enough space to fit  
your favorite glassware.
MARGINAL wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99/ea 

One edging strip included, which means that the wall shelf 
can be cut to desired length. Stained and clear lacquered 
oak veneer. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. RA.  
Max load 33 lbs. W47¼×D7⅛". Brown-black 401.392.41

2. Take the sink out of the sink. When you have only one 
sink bowl, using a BOLHOLMeN rinsing bowl along with a 
Boholmen dish drainer creates more space. 
BOHOLMEN rinsing bowl $14.99 

Makes rinsing easier if you have one single sink bowl. 
plastic. W12×D14⅛×H8½". Black 401.142.12
BOHOLMEN dish drainer $5.99 

Holds big plates up to 13" in diameter as well. plastic. 
W11×D14⅛×H1⅝". Black 101.452.86

RA=Requires Assembly     Appliances shown require installation.                                                                                                   DREAM KITCHENS

BOHOLMEN rinsing bowl 

$1499

1

2

new

In small kitchens,  

24" appliances like this cooktop 

and oven are perfect, as they fit 

all the functions you need for 

cooking into a tight space.
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AKURUM kitchen with ABSTRAKT high-gloss 

white doors and drawer fronts $1999 

ABSTRAKT doors/drawer fronts in foil finish. 
Shown with GLITTER brushed nickel-plated 
aluminum handles.
MARGINAL wall shelf with retaining 

edge $49.99/ea One edging strip included, 
which means that the wall shelf can be cut to 
desired length. Foil finish. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. RA. Max load 33 lbs. 
W47¼×D7⅛". Stainless steel-color 001.392.43
GRUNDTAL series Stainless steel.  
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.
Spice rack $19.99 

RA. W12⅝×D3⅛×H18⅛". 900.227.81
Wall shelf $14.99/ea 

RA. L31½×D10⅝". 000.114.28
Rail $10.99 RA. L47¼". 500.227.64
Rail $8.99 RA. L31½". 100.113.95
Rail $6.99 RA. L20⅞". 900.113.96
Cutlery stand $5.99 

Plastic. RA. W4⅞×H9⅛". White 401.167.44
S-hooks $2.99/5pk H2¾". 700.113.97
new FASTBO wall panel $19.99/ea  

Protects the wall against soiling and makes 
cleaning easy. Cut to desired size. High-pressure 
melamine laminate. RA. W16⅞×H24".  
Stainless steel-color 101.405.85

RA Requires Assembly
97 sq ft

AKURUM/ABSTRAKT kitchen

$1999
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 28.

GRUNDTAL wall shelf

$1499
/ea

DREAM KITCHENS

MARGINAL shelves can be cut 

to fit your not-so-standard 

space. The included edging 

strip covers the cut.

Unflatten the walls
Wall organizers keep the things you use  

the most within easy reach. They put 

left-over wall space to work and make  

your kitchen even more efficient. Keep 

spices near the cooking surface and bulky 

bowls and pots on open shelves. You can 

find more smart wall organizers on page 46.new
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PATRULL cooktop guard

$1999

151 sq ft
 

AKURUM/LILJESTAD kitchen

$6700
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

Be prepared, children 
will explore the kitchen
Think of the whole family when planning the 

kitchen. Place the cooktop near the sink to 

reduce the possibility of hot water spillage 

and use a cooktop guard. Add drawer locks, 

which are easy for grown-ups to use but 

hinders children from reaching sharp knives 

and pointy objects. Then soften sharp 

corners with corner bumpers and make sure 

the trolley has locking wheels that make it 

sturdier. All this makes your kitchen a safe 

place where everyone can join in on the 

cooking without worry. 

AKURUM kitchen with LILJESTAD dark brown 
doors/drawer fronts and LILJESTAD glass 
doors $6700 LILJESTAD doors/drawer fronts  
in stained and clear lacquered solid oak and 
tempered glass doors. Shown with VÄRDE 
brushed nickel-plated aluminum handles and 
PRÄGEL white laminate countertop. RA.  
DÅTID built-in oven $749 
Convection. Timer. Custom broil, delay bake and 
delay self-cleaning. 4.1 cu ft. W29¾×D23⅞×H29". 
Anthracite 901.423.21
DÅTID built-in microwave oven $549 
Auto-cook, reheat and defrost function. 
Electronic timer. 10 power levels. 800W. 1.4 cu ft. 
W29¾×D21¼×H17⅞". Anthracite 201.423.29
DÅTID extractor hood $549  
Wall mounted extractor hood with three different 
speeds. 6.93 sones. 400 CFM, ducted using  
6" round ventilation. W30×D20⅜×H31½–51". 
Anthracite 001.423.25
PATRULL cooktop guard $19.99 Reduces the 
risk of a child grabbing hot pots or getting their 
fingers burned on hot plates. Stainless steel. RA. 
W23¼–37⅜×D15¾×H5½". 901.070.54
PATRULL drawer/cabinet locks $1.99/5pk 
Reduces the risk of the child reaching improper 
contents in drawers/cabinets. Plastic. RA.  
Black 901.486.91
FLYTTA kitchen trolley $159 
Lockable castors for high stability. Stainless  
steel. Designer: Nicholai Wiig Hansen. RA. 
L38⅝×W22½×H33⅞". 000.548.87

All our ovens come with 
heat-insulating doors to  
avoid burning. And placing  
your oven in a high cabinet 
makes it even safer.

FLYTTA kitchen trolley 

$159

RA=Requires Assembly     Appliances require installation.
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More at your local IKEA store or at IKEA-USA.com

Lots more 
kitchen styles at  

IKEA-USA.com/kitchen
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A kitchen 
planned to work 
for you lets you 
focus on 
enjoying it

DREAM KITCHENS

Get as much cabinet space as 

possible. A microwave oven 

with a built-in extractor fan 

means you don’t need a 

separate hood.

AKURUM kitchen with NEXUS yellow-brown 
doors/drawer fronts and RUBRIK white 
doors $2549 NEXUS doors/drawer fronts in 
stained and clear lacquered oak veneer. 
RUBRIK doors in tempered glass and aluminum. 
Shown with LANSA stainless steel handles and 
NUMERÄR white laminate countertop with 
aluminum steel edge. RA.
NUTID S23 counter depth fridge+freezer 
$1399 Energy Star® Qualified. Water and ice 
maker in door. Three adjustable tempered glass 
shelves. Stainless steel. Fridge: 14 cu ft. Freezer: 
9.01 cu ft. W36×D27½×H68¾". 201.423.72
NUTID oven $999 Convection oven with 
self-cleaning function. Stainless steel. 
4.1 cu ft. W29¾×D23×H29". 901.423.40
FRAMTID microwave oven with extractor  
fan $249 Integrated extractor fan with two 
different speeds. 950W. 1.6 cu ft. 7.0 sones. 
Stainless steel. W29⅞×D15½×H17¼". 
501.423.37
BÅGVIK single-lever pull-out kitchen faucet 
$149 Pulls out to facilitate rinsing of dishes. 
Chrome-plated brass. RA. H16½". 300.857.76
BEKVÄM step stool $19.99 Shown here painted 
white. Solid wood; can be sanded and treated 
with oil or glazing paint. Solid beech. 
W17¾×D15⅜×H18⅞". 900.986.34

97 sq ft
 

FAKTUM/NEXUS kitchen

$2549
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

RA=Requires Assembly     Appliances shown require installation.

CF: 92000-sbki11b
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VÄRDE Looks sturdy. Is.
The freestanding kitchen series VÄRDE makes it easy to create a flexible kitchen with lots 

of workspace. Still, it stands strong wherever it goes, as it has adjustable legs for uneven 

floors. Made of solid birch and birch veneer it holds up to everyday life in your kitchen. And 

if you want appliances that match the sturdy look of VÄRDE see page 58.

LEFT pAgE:
VÄRDE kitchen combination $1899 
Solid birch/birch veneer/stainless steel/melamine 
foil finish/painted finish. RA.

THIS pAgE:
VÄRDE series Solid birch/birch veneer/stainless 
steel/melamine foil finish/painted finish.  
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. RA.
1. Wall shelf with 5 hooks $29.99 
W55⅛×D8¼×H19⅝". Birch 800.942.45
2. new Glass-door wall cabinet $129 
W47¼×D14⅝×H11¾". Birch 701.584.12   
White 501.584.13
3. new Glass-door wall cabinet $179 
W47¼×D14⅝×H24". Birch 601.583.99  
White 901.583.11  

4. Wall shelf $39.99 
W19⅝×D8¼×H55⅛". Birch 100.942.44
5. Kitchen trolley $129 
L25⅝×W19⅝×H33½". Birch 746.318.07
6. new Shelving unit $249 
W57½×D14⅝×H35⅜". Birch 801.584.16  
Shelving unit $279 
W69¼×D14⅝×H35⅜". Birch 601.584.17
7. Drawer unit $299 
W41¾×D25⅝×H35⅜". Birch 900.492.00
8. High cabinet for built-in oven/
microwave $399 W31¼×D25⅝×H70⅞". 
Birch/white 001.584.01
9. new Sink cabinet with countertop $239 
L57½×D25⅝×H35⅜". Birch/white 398.213.90 

10. Sink cabinet/double-bowl sink $303 
L57½×D25⅝×H35⅜". Birch/white 198.213.91 
11. new Base cabinet and countertop $439 
L57½×D25⅝×H35⅜". Birch/white 398.680.09  
12. new Base cabinet and countertop $468 
L57½×D39⅜×H35⅜". Birch/white 198.680.10
13. Cabinet for dishwasher $169 
L34×D26×H36". Birch 500.149.24
14. Counter storage unit $499 
W57½×D25⅝×H35⅜". Birch/white 946.317.07
15. Base cabinet $349 
W69¼×D25⅝×H35⅜". Birch 146.316.07
16. Cabinet for built-in oven/cooktop $349 
W69¼×D23⅝×H35⅜". Birch 300.491.99

new

5 6

1 2

7 8

3

4

162 sq ft
 

VÄRDE kitchen

$1899
NEED A HAND? WE CAN HELp YOU ARRANgE ASSEMBLY, pAgE 72 DREAM KITCHENS

13 14 15 16

9 10

newnew

11 12

RA Requires Assembly
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Available in your local IKEA store or online at 

IKEA-USA.com/kitchenplanner

There’s an easier way to plan your kitchen

What would your kitchen look like white? Now birch. Measure first and then start using the IKEA Kitchen 
Planner and play around as much as you want. Move cabinets around, try out different layouts and 

where to put the sink. Do all the designing from home, then save and print your plan before you head 
to your local IKEA store. Our kitchen specialists will offer tips and assist you in finalizing your plan. 
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Kitchen doors have a 
25-year limited warranty. 
Find out more on page 73.

  DELIVERY CHARGE APPLIES
This symbol means that you need to order your kitchen 
doors and then they will be delivered to you at an extra 
delivery cost. 

Details at IKEA-USA.com/kitchenservices

  TAKE IT HOME TODAY
This symbol means that your kitchen doors are available in 
the store for you to take home today.

What’s included in the price?
The total price includes cabinets, fronts, interior shelving, 
drawer and door dampers (not included in HÄRLIG 
combinations), hinges, toekicks, legs, visible mouldings and 
panels. Your choice of countertops, sinks, faucets, knobs 
and handles, appliances and lighting are sold separately.

AKURUM/HÄRLIG 
kitchen 

$799

APPLÅD white 
Painted finish. 

$999
APPLÅD black 
Painted finish. 

$999

NEXUS birch veneer 
Tinted lacquered birch veneer. 

$1499
NEXUS brown-black 
Stained and clear lacquered 
oak veneer. 

$1499

HÄRLIG white 
Melamine foil finish.

$799

NEXUS yellow-brown 
Stained and clear lacquered 
oak veneer. 

$1499
NEXUS brown 
Stained and clear lacquered 
oak veneer. 

$1499

ÄDEL white 
Foil finish.
Glass door available, see page 31.

$1599

STÅT white 
Painted finish.
Glass door available, see page 31.

$1399

ÄDEL birch 
Clear lacquered solid birch/birch 
veneer. Glass door available, 
see page 31.

$1999

$1999
ÄDEL beech 
Clear lacquered solid beech/beech 
veneer. Glass door available,  
see page 31.

ÄDEL medium brown 
Stained and clear lacquered solid 
birch/birch veneer.
Glass door available, see page 31.

$1999

$1899
LIDINGÖ white 
Painted finish.
Glass door available, see page 31.

$1799
FAGERLAND antique stain 
Stained and clear lacquered solid pine. 
Glass door available, see page 31.

TIDAHOLM oak  
Tinted lacquered solid oak/
oak veneer.
Glass door available, see page 31.

$2399 $2399
TIDAHOLM brown-black 
Stained and clear lacquered solid 
oak/oak veneer. 
Glass door available, see page 31.

$2199

$2199

$2199
ABSTRAKT high-gloss red 
High-gloss foil finish. 

ABSTRAKT high-gloss gray 
High-gloss foil finish. 

ABSTRAKT white 
Foil finish. 

new

LILJESTAD dark brown 
Stained and clear lacquered solid 
oak. Glass door available, see page 
31.

$2299

$2899$2599
SOLÄR beech 
Clear lacquered solid beech/
beech veneer. 

ASKOME ash 
Tinted lacquered solid ash/ash 
veneer. Glass door available, 
see page 31.

10×10 ft

FIND YOUR LOOKDoors buying guide on page 74.iAll kitchens cabinets require assembly.
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ÄDEL beech glass door 
Clear lacquered solid beech 

and tempered glass.

STÅT white glass door 
Painted finish and 
tempered glass. 

FAGERLAND antique stain 
glass door Stained and 

clear lacquered solid pine 

and tempered glass. 

ÄDEL birch glass door 
Clear lacquered solid birch 

and tempered glass.

ÄDEL medium brown glass 
door Stained and clear 

lacquered solid birch 

and tempered glass.

LILJESTAD dark brown 
glass door Stained and 

clear lacquered solid oak 

and tempered glass.

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange 
door Painted finish. 

RUBRIK white door 
Aluminum and 

tempered glass. 

RUBRIK stainless steel 
door Foil finish in 
stainless steel. 

ÄDEL white glass door 
Foil finish and 
tempered glass. 

TIDAHOLM oak glass door 
Tinted lacquered solid oak 

and tempered glass.  

TIDAHOLM brown-black 
glass door Stained and 

clear lacquered solid oak 

and tempered glass. 

RUBRIK APPLÅD yellow 
door Painted finish. 

RUBRIK copper effect 
door High-pressure 

melamine laminate. 

ASKOME ash glass door 
Tinted lacquered solid ash 

and tempered glass.

AVSIKT glass door 
Aluminum and tempered 

glass. 

LIDINGÖ white glass door 
Painted finish and 
tempered glass.

FIND YOUR LOOKDoors buying guide on page 74.i

Change it up
Here are even more doors to choose from to add to your personal style. 

Glass doors match with doors of the same name and give a preview of what’s 

inside. Accent doors strenghten the style you have or add a contrast.

Glass doors Accent doors

All kitchen cabinets require assembly.
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6. KOSING handles $1.99/6pk Powder-coated 

steel. CC: 5 1/16". Silver-color 200.512.01   

7. KOSING knobs $1.99/6pk Powder-coated 

magnesium. Ø13/16". Silver-color 400.512.00   

8. ANTIK handles $5.99/2pk Clear lacquered 

brass-plated aluminum. CC: 3¾". 001.387.76   

9. ANTIK knobs $4.99/2pk Clear lacquered 

brass-plated aluminum. Ø1 7/16". 601.387.83   

10. SIGNERA handles $4.99/2pk 
Powder-coated zinc. CC: 6 5/16". Black 600.385.47   

11. SIGNERA knobs $2.99/2pk 
Powder-coated zinc. Ø1 3/16". Black 500.615.19   

12. STRECKET handles $3.99/2pk 
Anodized aluminum. CC: 1". 601.167.00   

13. new SNODD knobs $3.99/2pk  
Clear lacquered and powder-coated zinc. Ø1¼". 

White/red 801.536.64. Also available in white/black.   

14. VÄRDE handles $8.99/2pk 
Clear lacquered, brushed nickel-plated aluminum. 

CC: 5 1/16". 267.042.00   

15. VÄRDE knobs $5.99/2pk 
Clear lacquered, brushed nickel-plated aluminum. 

Ø13/16". 067.043.00   

16. LINDSDAL handles $6.99/2pk  
Feldspar porcelain/nickel-plated steel.  

CC: 5 1/16". White 400.702.32   

17. LINDSDAL knobs $4.99/2pk 
Feldspar porcelain/nickel-plated steel. Ø1 3/16". 

White 400.461.57   

18. METRIK handles $3.99/2pk 
Powder-coated aluminum. CC: 3¾". 

Black 601.413.04   

19. new KLIPPIG handles $4.99/2pk 
Aluminum. L5½". 801.536.59   
20. new KLIPPIG handles $4.99/2pk 
Powder-coated aluminum. L5½". White 401.536.61  

21. LANSA handles $6.99/2pk  
Stainless steel. CC: 6 5/16". 601.387.59   

22. new SPÄNN handles $9.99/2pk  
Hides unusable drilled holes. Clear lacquered, 

brushed nickel-plated zinc. CC: 8 13/16".  

Stainless steel color 101.536.67

Match. Or mix.
Handles and knobs can be used to strenghten your kitchen style.  

Or to add a contrasting accent. Either way it is an easy, low cost way  

to handle style and to make a change. No matter what look you  

choose, a good grip is always included.

1. METRIK handles $7.99/2pk Powder-coated 

aluminum. CC: 8 13/16". Black 801.413.03   

2. ATTEST handles $4.99/2pk 
Stainless steel. CC: 8 13/16". 700.385.42   

3. new STRECKET handles $5.99/2pk 
Aluminum. CC: 6 5/16". Copper-color 501.744.46  

4. TYDA handles $9.99/2pk 
These handles match handles on FRAMTID ovens 

and microwave ovens; making it possible to create 

a uniform expression throughout your kitchen. 

Stainless steel. CC: 12½". 501.139.19   

5. VINNA handles $9.99/2pk 
These handles match the handles on the NUTID 

appliances; fit them on to your kitchen cabinet 
fronts and create a uniform expression. Stainless 

steel. CC: 12⅝". 001.166.99   

1
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FIND YOUR LOOK

KOSING knobs 

$199/6pk

SPÄNN handles 

$999
/2pk

new

new

KOSING handles 

$1 99/6pk

new

CC = Center to center hole measurement
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LEFT PAGE:

AKURUM kitchen with NEXUS birch veneer 
doors and drawer fronts $1379 NEXUS doors/
drawer fronts in tinted clear lacquered birch 
veneer. Shown with METRIK brushed nickel-plated 
aluminum handles and NUMERÄR black laminate 
countertop with stainless steel effect edge. RA.
NUMERÄR countertop $99 Two edging strips 
included. High-pressure laminate. RA. 
L96⅞×D25⅝". Thickness 1½". Black 101.551.95
new FASTBO wall panel $12.99/ea 
Reversible; solid color on one side, pattern on the 
other for variation. Cut to desired size. High-pres-
sure melamine laminate. RA. W24×H16⅞". 
Paisley pattern black/white 501.405.88

NUMERÄR countertop
L96⅞×D25⅝"

$99

new
The more workspace you have,  
the easier the work

The workspace is the most used area in the kitchen. 

Maximizing it is key to making your kitchen a place where 

there is space for everyone, so you can catch up while 

cutting, chopping and slicing. First of all, plan for a big main 

workspace. Once you have that figured out, it’s time to think 

about the important details that make your kitchen even 

more effective – sink size, the right countertop material, 

which space-saving wall organizers you want and what 

trolley you like the most.

Workspace

Countertops p.36

Sink and sink organizers p.38

Faucets p.42 

Wall panels and shelves p.44

Wall organizers p.46

Trolleys p.48

RA=Requires Assembly
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LAGAN countertop 

$39

new

new

new

newnew

new new

new

NEED A HAND? WE CAN HELP YOU ARR ANGE DEL IVERY, PAGE 72 WORKSPACERA=Requires Assembly

Countertops
Countertops are the tough guys of the kitchen. They face hot pots and sharp objects without 

fear. They handle oil spills. Still, they look nice. For years. Besides having well-coordinated 

exteriors, they’re made of solid wood or have a core of sturdy fiberboard. Choose precut for 

a countertop you can take home right away and custom-made when you want something 

specially fitted. Then pick the finish you like – acrylic, laminate, stone or wood.

Countertops have a 

25-year limited warranty. 

(Except LAGAN and custom 

order countertops). 

Find out more on page 73.

Precut laminate countertops 
A heat and scratch resistant surface that comes in 

many easy-to-clean finishes. 

LAGAN
Laminate countertop with rounded edges. Two laminate edging 

strips included; attach to the short sides prior to installation. 

Thickness: 1⅛". RA.

Length: 86⅝"
Depth: 25⅝"

1. White $39

PRÄGEL
Laminate countertop with rounded edges. Available in six different 

finishes. Two extra edging strips included. Thickness: 1½". RA.

2. new Walnut effect

3. new Wood effect white

4. White

5. new Marble effect white

6. Stone effect white

7. Stone effect black

Length: 49⅝" 73¼" 96⅞"
Depth: 25⅝" 25⅝" 25⅝"

$49 $59 $69

NUMERÄR
Laminate countertops with square edges. Available in nine 

different laminate finishes. Two extra edging strips included. 
Thickness: 1½". RA.

8. new White

9. new Black

10. new Stainless steel color

11. Gray aluminum effect edge

12. White aluminum effect edge

13. White wood effect multilayer edge

14. Dark gray wood effect multilayer edge

15. new Brown-black aluminum effect edge

16. new Brown aluminum effect edge

Length: 49⅝" 73¼" 96⅞"
Depth: 25⅝" 25⅝" 25⅝"

$59 $79 $99

LAGAN
Laminate countertop with square edges. Two laminate edging 

strips included; attach to the short sides prior to installation. 

Thickness: 1⅛". RA.

Length: 49⅝" 96⅞"
Depth: 25⅝" 25⅝"

17. Beech $39 $59

Precut solid wood countertops 
Solid wood is easy to maintain and work with. Our 

wood countertops are pretreated with oil, and stains 

and scratches can be sanded out (then oiled again) 

for a durable countertop that ages beautifully.

NUMERÄR
Oiled solid wood countertops with round edges. 

Thickness: 1½". RA.

Length: 49⅝" 73¼" 96⅞" 73¼"
Depth: 25⅝" 25⅝" 25⅝" 39⅜"

18. Birch $89 $129 $169 $195

19. Beech $89 $129 $169 $195

20. Oak $89 $129 $169 $195

NUMERÄR countertop  
L49⅝×D25⅝" 

$59
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Sinks and sink organizers
How much sink space do you need? You can go for one large single bowl – good for cleaning 

big pots and pans. Or choose a two bowl sink so you can use each separately. Most sinks 

can be reversed to get the working surface to the left or the right. No matter if you prefer 

a stainless sink or porcelain, you can always add smart sink organizers to make your sink a 

practical part of the workzone – for rinsing, preparing, serving and drying.

1
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LEFT PAGE:

BOHOLMEN 1� bowl sink with drainer $129 
See #9.

RINGSKÄR single-lever kitchen faucet $129 
Chrome-plated brass. RA. H15". 301.285.92  

RINGSKÄR detergent dispenser $9.99 
Plastic and chrome-plated brass. Mount to sink or 

countertop in order to always have detergent 

within easy reach. RA. H2⅜". 501.372.89

THIS PAGE:

1. LAGAN 1 bowl inset sink $19.99 
Fits cabinet frames min. W24". Stainless steel. 

Ø17¾, H5⅞". 801.315.87
2. BOHOLMEN 1 bowl inset sink $69 
Fits cabinet frames min. W24". Stainless steel. 

L18⅞×D19⅝×H7⅛". 601.157.29
3. BOHOLMEN 1 bowl inset sink $99 
Fits cabinet frames min. W29⅞". Stainless steel. 
L22⅞×D19⅝×H7⅛". 501.322.15
4. BOHOLMEN 1� bowl inset sink $119 
Fits cabinet frames min. W29⅞". Stainless steel. 
L23⅝×D19⅝×H7⅛". 101.151.28
5. BOHOLMEN 2 bowl inset sink $149 
Fits cabinet frames min. W35⅞". Stainless steel. 
L30⅛×D19⅝×H7⅛". 501.151.31

6. EMSEN 2 bowl corner sink $139 
Fits corner cabinet frame W37×37". Stainless 
steel. L33½×D33½×H7". 400.386.90
7. BOHOLMEN 1 bowl inset sink with drainer $79 
Fits cabinet frames min. W24". Stainless steel. 

L27½×D19⅝×H7⅛". 401.157.30
8. BOHOLMEN 1 bowl inset sink with  
drainer $139 Fits cabinet frames min. W24". 

Stainless steel. L37¾×D19⅝×H7⅛". 201.157.31
9. BOHOLMEN 1� bowl inset sink with drainer 
$129 Fits cabinet frames min. W29⅞". Stainless 
steel. L35⅜×D19⅝×H7⅛". 901.151.29
10. BOHOLMEN 2 bowl inset sink with  
drainer $189 Fits cabinet frames min. W35⅞". 
Stainless steel. L49¼×D19⅝×H7⅛". 701.151.30

RA=Requires Assembly                                                                                                                                                                             WORKSPACE

LAGAN 1 bowl inset 
sink 

$1999

Stainless sinks

RINGSKÄR detergent dispenser 

keeps detergent close at hand,  

and it’s coordinated with  

RINGSKÄR faucet.

Sinks have a 25-year limited 

warranty. (Except LAGAN).  

Find out more on page 73.

BOHOLMEN 1� bowl sink with drainer 

$129
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1 1

2

3

1. DOMSJÖ double bowl $299 
Fits in a 36" wide cabinet frame. Fire clay, colored 

glaze. Designer: Nike Karlsson. RA. 

W36⅝×D27×H9⅛". White 900.625.88  
DOMSJÖ chopping board $14.99 
Fits in DOMSJÖ sink bowl; rests on the sink bowl 
edge, thereby providing extra work space. Oiled 
solid beech. L21¼×W11½". 701.179.21  
LOVIKEN dual-control kitchen faucet $89.99  
Chrome-plated brass. RA. H8⅞". 000.507.64

1. BOHOLMEN rinsing bowl $14.99  
Makes rinsing easier if you have one single sink 
bowl. Plastic. W12×D14⅛×H8½". Black 401.142.12
2. BOHOLMEN chopping board $6.99  
Place on top of the BOHOLMEN sink bowl; provides 
extra work space. Plastic. W10⅝×D17⅞". 
Black 201.142.13

2. DOMSJÖ single-bowl inset sink $99  
Fits cabinet frames min. 24" wide. Fire clay, 
colored glaze. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.  
RA. W20⅞×D17¾×H7⅛". White 000.446.45
3. DOMSJÖ sink bowl $179 
Fits in cabinet frames 24" wide. Fire clay, colored 
glaze. RA. W25×D27¼×H9⅝". White 201.124.50
 
 
 

3. BOHOLMEN dish drainer $5.99  
Holds big plates up to 13" in diameter. Plastic. 
W11×D14⅛×H1⅝". Black 101.452.86
4. BOHOLMEN colander $4.99  
Fits in the bowl of BOHOLMEN sink; handles 
rest safely on the sink bowl edge. Plastic. 
W6⅝×D18×H3¼". Black 301.452.85

4. DOMSJÖ rinsing basket $24.99 
Fits in DOMSJÖ sink bowl; rests on the sink bowl 
edge  for easy rinsing. Stainless steel. 

L21¼×W7¾". 501.179.22

5. BOHOLMEN cover plate $17.99  
Place on top of the BOHOLMEN sink bowl; provides 
extra work space. Stainless steel. W14⅛×D16½". 
701.142.15
6. BOHOLMEN chopping board $12.99  
Place on top of the BOHOLMEN sink bowl; provides 
extra work space. Oiled solid beech. W13×D17¾". 
901.155.44

WORKSPACE

4 25 36 4

DOMSJÖ rinsing basket 

$2499

BOHOLMEN sink organizers DOMSJÖ sinks and sink organizers

BOHOLMEN rinsing bowl 

$1499

RA=Requires Assembly
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1. ALSVIK single-lever kitchen faucet $129 
Nickel-plated brass. RA. H13¾". 900.850.33

2. LOVIKEN dual-control kitchen faucet 
$89.99/ea Powder-coated brass. RA. H8⅞".  
Black 601.391.36  Chrome-plated 000.507.64

3. ELVERDAM single-lever kitchen faucet with 
pull-out spout $179 Nickel-plated brass. RA. 

H15¾". 401.133.83

4. TÄRNAN single-lever kitchen faucet $39.99 
Chrome-plated brass. RA. H7". 401.296.33

5. EDSVIK dual-control kitchen faucet $49.99 
Chrome-plated brass. RA. H11¾". 700.546.50

6. HOVSKÄR single-lever kitchen faucet $99.99 
Zirconium-coated brass. RA. H11¾". 000.850.42

7. BÅGVIK single-lever kitchen faucet with 
pull-out spout $149 Chrome-plated brass. RA. 

H16½". 300.857.76

8. LAGAN single-lever kitchen faucet $19.99 
Chrome-plated brass. RA. H6⅞". 700.850.29
9. OXSKÄR single-lever kitchen faucet $299 
Chrome-plated brass. RA. H8⅞". 101.133.89
10. RINGSKÄR single-lever kitchen  
faucet $129/ea Brass. RA. H15". Stainless 

steel-color 201.315.52 White 001.405.81  

Brass-color 301.315.56

11. HJUVIK single-lever kitchen faucet with 
separate handspray $249 Nickel-plated brass. 

RA. H17¾". 900.605.51

1
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NEED A HAND? WE CAN HELP YOU ARR ANGE INSTALL AT ION, PAGE 72 WORKSPACE

LAGAN single-lever  
kitchen faucet 

$19 99

LOVIKEN dual-control  
kitchen faucet 

$8999
/ea

RA=Requires Assembly

Faucets
The right faucet is the one that works for you and for your kitchen too. That’s why IKEA 

stores have faucets with different functions – from easy-to-use single levers to pull-out 

spouts for fast rinsing – and in different styles. Most IKEA faucets have a built-in water 

saving device, which adds more air to the water flow. The water pressure is just as hard  

and cleans plates just as well, only that 30% less water is used. So, now you can save 

a little water every time you turn on the faucet.

All kitchen faucets have  

a 10-year limited warranty.  

(Except LAGAN).  

Find out more on page 73.

TÄRNAN single-lever  
kitchen faucet 

$3999
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Wall panels and shelves
Besides changing your kitchen’s style, wall panels make spots and splashes easier to clean. 

The panels are easy to mount – even over existing tiles – and easy to change, too. 

Using MARGINAL shelves is another easy way to combine function and style. Cut them to 

suit the space you have and get easy access storage that matches your kitchen doors too.

LEFT PAGE:

MARGINAL wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99/ea 

One edging strip included, cut wall shelf to desired length. 

Foil finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. RA.  
Max load 33 lbs. W47¼×D7⅛". High-gloss red 001.392.38
new FASTBO wall panel $12.99/ea Reversible; solid  

color on one side, pattern on the other for variation.  

Cut to desired size. High-pressure melamine laminate.  
RA. W24×H16⅞". Multicolor/orange 701.391.88

THIS pAge:
1–8 MARGINAL series One edging strip included, cut 

wall shelf to desired length. Foil finish. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. RA. Max load 33 lbs. W47¼×D7⅛". 
1. Wall shelf with retaining edge $29.99  

Foil finish. White 201.412.59
2. Wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99  

Foil finish. Yellow 201.392.42
3. Wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99  

Foil finish. High-gloss red 001.392.38
4. Wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99  

Stained and clear lacquered oak veneer.  
Yellow-brown 601.392.40
5. Wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99 Stained  
and clear lacquered oak veneer. Brown 801.392.39
6. Wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99 Stained  
and clear lacquered oak veneer. Brown-black 401.392.41
7. Wall shelf with retaining edge $49.99  

Foil finish. Stainless steel color 001.392.43
8. Wall shelf with retaining edge $39.99  

Foil finish. Black 201.392.37
9–13 new FASTBO series Protects the wall against  

soiling and makes cleaning easy. Cut to desired size.  

High-pressure melamine laminate. RA.
9. Wall panel $12.99 Reversible; solid color  

on one side, pattern on the other for variation. 

W24×H16⅞". Multicolor/orange 701.391.88
10. Wall panel $12.99 Reversible; solid color  

on one side, pattern on the other for variation.  

Designer: ellinor portinson. W24×H16⅞".  
Mistletoe pattern white/red 001.391.82
11. Wall panel $12.99 Reversible; solid color  

on one side, pattern on the other for variation. 

W24×H16⅞". Tile pattern black/black 601.391.84
12. Wall panel $12.99 Reversible; solid color  

on one side, pattern on the other for variation.  

Designer: ellinor portinson. W24×H16⅞".  
paisley pattern black/white 501.405.88 
13. Wall panel $19.99  

W24×H16⅞". Stainless steel color 101.405.85
14. new FASTBO rail for wall panel $9.99  

Cut to desired length. Use with FASTBO wall panel.  
Aluminum. L47¼". 701.631.35

WORKSPACE44

Mounting your wall panels with 

FASTBO rails makes it easy to 

flip the panel and display the 

other side, giving your kitchen 

a new look. 

MARGINAL wall shelf with 

retaining edge 

$3999
/ea

new
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RA Requires Assembly
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GRUNDTAL series Stainless steel.

Magnetic knife rack $8.99 

RA. L20⅞". 001.366.21  Shown with Containers 

$4.99/3pk Ø3¾". 801.029.19  

Wall shelf $14.99 RA. L31½×D10⅝". 000.114.28 

Spice rack $19.99 

RA. W12⅝×D3⅛×H18⅛". 900.227.81  

Rail $10.99 RA. L47¼". 500.227.64 

S-hooks $2.99/5pk H2¾". 700.113.97 

Wall rack/dish drainer $10.99 

RA. W11¾×D7⅛×H8⅝". 200.227.65  

Rail $6.99 RA. L20⅞". 900.113.96  

Cutlery stand $5.99/ea 

Plastic. RA. W4⅞×H9⅛". White 401.167.44

THIS PAge:
1. BYGEL series Powder-coated steel.

Rail $2.99/ea L39¼". Silver-color 300.726.46
Container 99¢/ea 

Plastic. Ø5". Assorted colors 301.562.45
Wire basket $1.99 

RA. W13×D4⅛×H3⅞". Silver-color 900.726.48
Cutlery stand $1.99 

RA. L6×W4×H6". Silver-color 100.726.47
S-hooks 99¢/10pk 

H2¾". Silver-color 800.726.44
2. KROKEN series Powder-coated steel.  

Designer: Tina Christensen.
Rail $4.99 RA. L31½". Black 001.157.46
Cutlery stand $3.99 Ø5⅛, H10". Black 501.157.39
Spice rack $2.99 

RA. W11×D3¾×H12¼". Black 601.157.48

Paper towel holder $2.99 

H13⅝". Black 501.157.44
Dish drainer $12.99 

RA. W14¾×D11⅜×H5⅜". Black 301.157.40
Magnetic knife rack $7.99 

RA. L19⅝". Black 001.169.01
3. ASKER series Designer: Sigga Heimis.
Suspension rail $9.99 

Anodized aluminum. RA. L47¼". 301.029.07
Container $5.99/ea 

glazed stoneware. Ø5, H5". White 701.056.59
Hooks $3.99/5pk Painted zinc. H3¼".  
Aluminum-color 701.029.10
Paper towel holder $11.99 Anodized aluminum. 
RA. W15×D4×H8". White 601.058.53
Magnetic knife rack $14.99 

Anodized aluminum. RA. L15". 001.103.53

WORKSPACE

Wall organizers
If you want to find the chef’s knife fast, put it right in front of you. Wall organizers keep 

things close at hand for easy use and clears your countertop, too. While doing so,  

the wall organizers see to it that the space between your countertop and wall cabinets  

is really being used.

GRUNDTAL rail 

$1099

KROKEN spice rack

$299

BYGEL container 

99 ¢/ea

RA Requires Assembly
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BEKVÄM step stool

 

$1999

BEKVÄM kitchen trolley 

$5999

RA=Requires Assembly

4. GROLAND kitchen island $199  
Use the rails for hanging towels or with GRUNDTAL 

S-hooks for convenient storing of kitchen utensils. 

Solid birch and stainless steel. Designer: Mikael 

Warnhammar. RA. W47¼×D20⅞×H35⅜". 
401.574.85
5. DACKE kitchen island $299  
Unfold wooden leaf to seat 2; socialize and cook 

at the same time. Handle included. Stainless steel 
and oiled solid beech. Designer: Jon Karlsson. RA.  

L59×W29½–39⅜×H36¼". 901.169.92

9. STENSTORP kitchen trolley $199  
Oiled solid oak and painted finish. Stainless steel. 
Designer: Carina Bengs. RA. L31⅛×W20⅛×H35⅜".  
White 801.169.97
10. FÖRHÖJA kitchen trolley $99.99  
Drawers pull out from two directions, for easy 

overview of and access to the contents. Oiled and 

clear lacquered solid birch. Designer: Nike 

Karlsson. RA. L39⅜×W16⅞×H35⅜". 800.359.20
11. BEKVÄM step stool $19.99  
Solid wood; can be sanded and treated with oil  

or glazing paint. Solid beech. Designer: Nike 

Karlsson. RA. W17¾×D15⅜×H18⅞". 900.986.34

Trolleys and kitchen islands
These kitchen helpers magically make extra workspace and storage appear 

when you need it, which means more hands can help out. And if you choose 

a trolley with wheels you can easily bring it to where you want to use  

it and roll it away when your work is done.

1. new VÄRDE shelving unit $249  
Adjustable legs; stands steady on uneven 

surfaces. Oiled and clear lacquered solid birch. 

Painted finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
RA. W57½×D14⅝×H35⅜". 801.584.16
2. VÄRDE kitchen trolley $129  
Two adjustable legs and two legs with casters for 

easy mobility. Oiled and clear lacquered solid birch. 

Stainless steel. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. RA. 

L25⅝×W19⅝×H33½". 746.318.07
3. FLYTTA kitchen trolley $159  
Lockable casters for high stability. Stainless steel. 

Designer: Nicholai Wiig Hansen. RA. 
L38⅝×W22½×H33⅞". 000.584.87

6. UTBY kitchen island $328 
Adjustable legs; stands steady on both even  

and uneven surfaces. Anchor fitting for attaching 
to floor included. Stainless steel. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. RA. L47¼×D23⅝". Frame H35⅜". 
598.434.66
7. STENSTORP kitchen island $379  
Free-standing kitchen island. Bar stools with seat 
height 24¾" fit in well with this kitchen island. 
Oiled solid oak and painted finish. Stainless steel.  
Designer: Carina Bengs. RA. L49⅝×W31⅛×H35⅜".  
White 001.169.96 
8. BEKVÄM kitchen trolley $59.99  
Solid wood; can be sanded and treated 

with oil or glazing paint. Solid birch. RA. 

L23⅝×W19⅝×H33½". 700.117.93
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1. RATIONELL VARIERA flatware tray $19.99 

Clear lacquered solid beech. RA. W15×D19". 

501.167.05 

2-3. RATIONELL dividers Adjustable dividers; 

helps you organize the drawer space according to 

your own storage needs. Aluminum and plastic. RA.  

2. Dividers for drawers $14.99/set of 6  

Frame W15". 900.927.31

3. Dividers for deep drawers $19.99/set of 6  

Frame W30⅜". 400.902.49
4. RATIONELL vARIERA box for vegetables 

$12.99/ea Box with grid on bottom; prevents 

moisture from forming so vegetables stay fresh 

longer. Tinted lacquered birch veneer. RA. 

W9½×D9½×H5⅞". 301.339.61

RATIONELL dividers for drawers

$1499/set of 6

With RATIONELL interior fittings you can organize the insides 

of all your cabinets and drawers so that every little (and big) 

thing in your kitchen has a home. The wide range of boxes, 

drawer dividers and trays offer specific solutions for all your 

storage needs, and you can add on more RATIONELL organiz-

ers as your needs change. And that whisk? Top center drawer.

Interior organizers

Cooking storage and  p.52
storage organizers 

Waste management and  p.56 
cleaning organizers 

What’s the use of a  
beautiful kitchen if you  
can’t find the whisk?

RA=Requires Assembly

1

2

3

4
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1

Easy to find, easy to use
With RATIONELL interior organizers all your pots, pans, spices and utensils can get a home 

of their own, designed to suit each and every one of them, in your drawers and cabinets. 

And don’t forget to place things where you need them the most, within easy reach from 

your cooktop, oven and sink.

2

3

RATIONELL dividers for drawer 

$1799
/set of 6

INTER IOR ORGANIZERS

4

5

RA Requires Assembly

1. Make use of all the space you 
have, like the inside of a cabinet 
door, with this spice rack that gives 
you an easy-to-reach overview.

RATIONELL VARIERA spice rack 

with 6 jars $12.99 Place on the 
inside of a kitchen door or on the 
wall for easy-to-see and easily 
accessible storage of spices. 
Anodized aluminum. Plastic and 
glass. RA. W14¼×D2¼×H4½".  
Gray 701.391.69 

2. This pot lid rack makes use of left 
over wall space and keeps your pot 
lids organized and handy.

RATIONELL VARIERA pot  

lid rack $2.99 Suitable as 
newspaper or magazine rack  
as well. Powder-coated steel. 
W7⅛×D2⅜×H27½". 
Silver-color 945.771.83

3. Now it is easy to use all of your 
pots and pans, even the ones in  
the back. Just swing open the  
RATIONELL two-shelf carousel.

RATIONELL corner base cabinet 

carousel $99 Adjustable shelves; 
adapt spacing according to your 
personal storage needs. Melamine 
foil finish and steel. Ø32¼, H2⅜". 
Gray 901.284.19

4. Spices, pasta and flour – all of it 
needs air tight storage to stay fresh 
and tasty but the sizes of the jars 
differ. With boxes it is easier to 
group your food in a way that works 
for you.

RATIONELL VARIERA series  

Fitted with a handle; easy to place  
in a drawer, on a shelf or on a 
countertop. 
Box $4.99 Plastic. 
W11⅜×D7⅛×H3⅞".  
Transparent 401.182.72  

Box $19.99/ea Tinted birch veneer. 
W18⅞×D9½×H5⅞". 301.167.11  

5. Adjustable drawer dividers allow 
you to organize your drawer space  
to suit every type of food container 
you have.

RATIONELL dividers for drawer 

$17.99/set of 6 Adjustable dividers; 
helps you organize the drawer space 
according to your own storage 
needs. Plastic and aluminum.  
Frame W18". 700.927.32
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1

Save space and speed up your kitchen
Having every thing in the right place is the secret behind a kitchen that works well. If your 

bowls, flatware and plates are well organized, then cabinet and drawer space will be used 
to the max and the time you spend on finding what you need will be minimized.

1. This foil-holder can be mounted at 

a user friendly height, plus it cuts 

the foil straight off.

RATIONELL VARIERA foil roll 

holder $9.99 Holder with cutting 

blade; easy to cut the foil straight 

into pieces of the right size.  
Anodized aluminum and plastic. RA. 
L14¼×D2¼×H2". Gray 901.318.60

2. Pot lids tend to be missing when 

you need them. This rack keeps 

them handy and saves space too.

new RATIONELL VARIERA pot  

lid organizer $4.99 Stainless steel. 

RA. L3¼–19¾×W5¾×H4". 
701.548.00

3. Ergonomic solutions, like swivel 

shelves, help bring heavy bowls and 

ceramics to you, instead of having to 

lean deep into a corner cabinet.

RATIONELL corner base cabinet 

pull-out fitting $119 Adjustable 

shelves; adapt spacing according  

to your personal storage needs. 

Melamine foil finish and steel. RA. 
L39¾×W18⅛". Gray 001.167.41

2

3

4

4. Structure the space inside your 

cabinets to suit your stuff and make 

things easier to find, with the 
RATIONELL shelf insert.

RATIONELL VARIERA series 

Powder-coated steel. Makes the 

contents of the cabinet easy to see 

and access. RA.  
Shelf insert $4.99 

W12⅝×D5⅛×H6¼".  
White 801.366.22  

Shelf insert $5.99 

W12⅝×D11×H6¼".  
White 601.366.23

5. This plate holder keeps the plates 

safely in place, when they’re in the 

cabinet or drawer. You can bring it 

out to fill it up after doing the dishes 
or when you’re about to set the 

table.

RATIONELL VARIERA plate holder 

$9.99 Place in a deep drawer or on a 

shelf, or put directly on the table. 

Stainless steel and clear lacquered 

solid beech. Designer: Nike Karlsson. 
RA. W7½–12⅝×H7⅞". 300.762.01

6. The dividers of this wooden tray 

can be adapted to the amount of 

flatware you have. You can also add 
a knife tray to keep knifes sharp.

RATIONELL cutlery tray $29.99 

The dividers are removable, allowing 

you to create larger compartments. 

Clear lacquered solid beech. RA. 
W26×D19×H2". 101.167.07 

65

RATIONELL VARIERA plate holder 

$999

new

INTER IOR ORGANIZERSRA Requires Assembly
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Placing a pull out solution by the sink for all the 

waste is really practical. No need to move around, 

just pull open and drop down. 

new RATIONELL waste sorting system 

Folding handles; keep the bin-liner in place and 

make the bin easy to carry. Plastic. Designer: 

Marcus Arvonen. 

Waste sorting bin $7.99 4 gal. W8×L11×H15". 

901.548.04  

Waste sorting bin $9.99 8 gal. W11×L16×H15". 

101.548.03  

Lid $2.99 Fits RATIONELL waste sorting 4 gallon 

bin. W8×L10×H2". 401.548.06

THIS PAGE:

1. Having a container for each type of waste is the 

easiest way to start sorting. Plus they’re easier to 

empty too.

new RATIONELL waste sorting bin $7.99/ea 

Folding handles; keep the bin-liner in place and 

make the bin easy to carry. Plastic. Designer: 

Marcus Arvonen. 4 gal. W8×L11×H15". 901.548.04  

new RATIONELL waste sorting bin $9.99 

Folding handles; keep the bin-liner in place  

and make the bin easy to carry. Plastic.  

Designer: Marcus Arvonen. 8 gal. W11×L16×H15".  

101.548.03

2. If you see this the next time you open your 

cleaning cabinet, it will feel easier to get started 

with the actual cleaning.

RATIONELL pull-out interior fittings $89 

Pull-out interior fittings for cleaning articles; 
make the contents easy to see and access. 

Powder-coated steel and plastic. RA. 

W11¾×D21¼×H46⅞". Silver-color 400.903.86

3. Keep your plastic bags handy in a space  

saving way.

RATIONELL VARIERA plastic bag  

dispenser $1.99 Ideal for storage of plastic bags, 

toilet/paper towel rolls, gloves, socks, etc. Plastic. 

Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W6¼×D5⅛×H17¾". 
Pink 601.286.61

new

new

RATIONELL VARIERA  

plastic bag dispenser 

$1 99

No time wasted
It’s easy to let out an agitated sigh when thinking about cleaning and waste sorting. But 

when everything is where it should be, from used milk cartons to your cleaning supplies,  

it takes less time and seems more like a small easy way to help out your home.

INTER IOR ORGANIZERS
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AKURUM kitchen with ABSTRAKT red high-gloss 

doors/drawer fronts $2499 ABSTRAKT doors/

drawer fronts in foil finish. Shown with VINNA 

stainless steel handles and NUMERÄR stainless 
steel-color laminate countertop. RA.  
NUTID oven $999 Stainless steel 901.423.40  
NUTID microwave oven $699 

Stainless steel 701.423.41  
NUTID gas cooktop $499 Black 801.520.23  
NUTID HDN P850 extractor hood $899 

Stainless steel 301.423.57  

NUTID HDN P850 extractor hood

$899

Appliances

Ovens and ranges p.60

Cooktops and microwave ovens p.62

Hoods p.64

Fridge/freezers and dishwashers p.66

Appliances made to match your 
needs and our kitchens
When developing IKEA appliances together with Whirlpool, 

we have thought about your everyday kitchen needs. 

First, consider what type of cook you are – an ambitious 

amateur or a pasta pro – and how often you cook. Then it 

will be easier to decide which of all the different chef-friendly 

functions you need – from quick heat microwave ovens and 

ovens with true convection to gas and glass ceramic cooktops. 

IKEA appliances are also designed with energy efficiency in 

mind. For example, all of our side-by-side fridge/freezers and 

dishwashers are Energy Star® Qualified. 

And if you choose built-in appliances, they fit in seamlessly 

with AKURUM cabinets to make the look just as smooth as 

the function. To make sure you get a kitchen that works 

every day, we provide a free 5-year limited warranty for all 

our appliances.

All IKEA appliances have a 
FREE 5-year limited warranty. 
(Except LAGAN). 
Find out more on page 73.

RA Requires Assembly     Appliances require installation.
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All IKEA appliances have 

a FREE 5-year limited 

warranty. (Except LAGAN). 

Find out more on page 73.
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RangesDouble oven

new

APPLIANCES

DÅTID oven 

$749

Ovens and ranges
Choose from a wide range of ovens, with different functions to suit all kinds of chefs – 

from basic functions like top and bottom heating and grill to forced air that spreads the 

heat evenly. With heat-insulating doors as standard it is easy to make your kitchen safe. 

But remember – no peeking. Opening the door reduces the heat and makes the oven use 

extra energy.

Thermal oven function with top 
and bottom heating elements 
(bake/roast) Combines the top 

and bottom heating elements to 

provide a traditional cooking 

method with the oven hotter at 

the top. Ideal for cooking dishes 

with a crispy finish or for slow 
cooking of casseroles.

Broil Heats to a fixed pre-set 
optimum temperature. Ideal for 

even broiling vegetables and 

smaller pieces of meat.

High and low broil 
Adjustable broil with two heat 

zones. One zone can be shut 

down, which saves energy when 

broiling small meals.

Convection broil 
Combines fan and broil cooking 

functions. Allows you to broil, 

brown and cook larger dishes and 

meat all the way through.

Fan defrost 
A fan at the back of the oven 

circulates air (without heat) 

evenly around the frozen food for 

hygienic and quicker defrosting.

Convection oven function 
Combines top and bottom heating 

elements with the fan for even 

heating. Ideal for baking cookies, 

tarts and other pastries.

True convection oven 
A fan behind the back wall of the 

oven forces pre-heated air 

through heating elements and 

then distributes the heated air 

evenly throughout the oven. 

Allows you to simultaneous cook 

different foods at different levels 

without taking on taste from each 

other. Cooks and bakes quickly 

and evenly. You don’t need to 

pre-heat the oven.

Pizza baking 
For perfect results, this program 

controls the temperature in the 

cavity in a way that reproduces 

the temperature of a traditional 

wood-burning oven. 

Warm keeping 

This function automatically keeps 

food warm at 176°F for up to 

5 hours. Can be programmed to 

activate automatically at the end 

of the set cooking time.

MUMSIG double oven $1499 
Two ovens for convenient everyday 

cooking. Timer. Stainless steel. Upper 

oven: 4.0 cu ft. Lower oven: 4.3 cu ft. 

W29¾×D23⅛×H51". 400.919.94

  

LAGAN range with coil elements 
$268 Includes functions that you 

will need for your daily basic cooking. 

Four removable coil elements: for 

easy cleaning. 1×8", 2100W and 
3×6", 1250W. 4.65 cu ft. 
W29⅞×D25×H46⅞". 
White 210.752.59

MUMSIG OBI S50 forced air 
oven $649 True convection oven 

with catalytic enamel plates; 

makes cleaning easy. Electronic 

timer with locking function. 

3.1 cu ft. W23⅜×D22¼×H23⅜". 
White 701.104.96

       

DÅTID OBI M50 oven $599 
Convection oven with catalytic 

enamel plates; makes cleaning easy. 

Mechanical clock. 3.1 cu ft. 

W23⅜×D21⅛×H23⅜". 
Anthracite 801.104.91

    

NUTID forced air oven $699  
True convection oven with 

catalytic enamel plates; makes 

cleaning easy. Electronic timer 

with locking function. 3.1 cu ft. 

W24×D21⅛×H23⅜". 
Stainless steel 801.423.45  

White 601.423.46

      

MUMSIG OBI C50 forced air oven 
$699 True convection oven with 

catalytic enamel plates; makes 

cleaning easy. Electronic timer with 

locking function. Stainless steel. 

3.1 cu ft. W23⅜×D22¼×H23⅜". 
601.104.92

       

DÅTID oven $749 
Static oven with self-cleaning 

function. Timer. 4.1 cu ft. 

W29¾×D23⅞×H29". 
Anthracite 901.423.21

  

NUTID oven $899  

Convection oven with self-clean-

ing function. Electronic timer with 

locking function. 4.1 cu ft. 

W29¾×D23×H29". 
Stainless steel 901.423.40  

White 101.423.39

  

PRAKTFULL PRO A50 range with 
gas cooktop $1949 Multifunctional 

cooking center; large forced air oven 

and gas cooktop with five burners. 
Stainless steel. Five burners: 

1×11000, 1×10000, 2×6000 and 

1×3500 BTU. 3.71 cu ft. 

W35⅜×D23⅝×H37¾". 901.151.34

     

DÅTID PRO D50 range with gas 
cooktop $1749 Multifunctional 

cooking center; large forced air oven 

and gas cooktop with five burners. 
Five burners: 1×11000, 1×10000, 

2×6000 and 1×3500 BTU. 3.71 cu ft.

W35⅜×D23⅝×H37¾". 
Anthracite 001.423.30

     

FRAMTID slide-in range with gas 
cooktop $999 Oven with self-clean-

ing function. Four sealed burners: 

1×12000, 2×9500 and 1×5000 BTU. 

Stainless steel. 4.5 cu ft. 

W30¾×D28⅜×H36⅜". 201.423.34

 

FRAMTID slide-in range with 
ceramic glass cooktop $799 
Oven with self-cleaning function. 

Four radiant elements: 2×9", 2500W 
and 2×6", 1200W. Stainless steel. 
4.3 cu ft. W30¾×D28⅜×H36⅜". 
401.423.33

 

Appliances shown require installation.
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All IKEA appliances have 

FREE 5-year limited 

warranty. (Except LAGAN). 

Find out more on page 73.

 NUTID gas cooktop

$499

Cooktops and microwave ovens
Our cooktops come in a range of functions to suit your cooking style and in different 

designs to match your kitchen. Gas cooktops are instantly responsive, with sealed burners 

for easy cleaning. Glass ceramic cooktops offer even heating and are also easy to clean. 

Microwave ovens let you cook more dishes at the same time. They come in two versions – 

with or without the extractor fan – and match the other appliances in the same series. 

6362
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Cooktops Microwaves

APPLIANCES

FRAMTID microwave oven with 
extractor fan $199 Combination 

of microwave oven and extractor 

fan for installation in a row of wall 

cabinets. 950W. 1.6 cu ft. 220 

CFM, ducted using 2¼×10" 

ventilation. 112 CFM in recircula-

tion mode. 7.0 sones. Defrost and 

auto reheat function. 

W29⅞×D15½×H17¼". 
White 301.423.38

FRAMTID microwave oven with 
extractor fan $249 Installs in a 

row of wall cabinets. 950W. 

1.6 cu ft. 220 CFM, ducted using 

2¼×10" ventilation. 112 CFM in 

recirculation mode. 7.0 sones. 

Defrost and auto reheat function. 

W29⅞×D15½×H17¼". 
Stainless steel 501.423.37 

NUTID microwave oven $699 
Installs in a 24" or a 30" high 

cabinet; gives a comfortable work 

height and clears work space on 

the countertop. 10 power levels. 

800W. 1.4 cu ft. Auto cook,  

reheat and defrost function. 

W23¾–29¾×D21¼×H18". 
Stainless steel 701.423.41

ELDIG glass ceramic cooktop $429 
Four radiant zones, one with simmer 

function. Smooth tempered glass 

surface; makes it easy to clean and 

provides extra work space. Restheat 

indicator light for increased safety. 

Pull-up control knobs for easy 

cleaning. W30×D21×H2⅞". 
Black 100.919.95  White 701.104.20

Radiant
1.8kW

Radiant
1.5kW

Radiant 
1.2/0.9kW

Radiant 
2.5kW

ELDIG HOB 450 gas cooktop $399 
Four sealed burners. Tempered glass; 

easy-to-clean suface. Removable pot 

support in durable cast iron for 

increased stability and easy cleaning. 

W22⅞×D20⅛×H2". Black 001.105.03 

Burner
5,940 BTU

Burner
3,600 BTU

Burner
5,940 BTU 

Burner
10,800 BTU

ELDIG gas cooktop 
Four sealed burners. Removable 

pot support in durable cast iron for 

increased stability and easy cleaning. 

W30×D20⅛×H2⅞". 
Stainless steel $379 700.920.01  

White $349 900.920.00

Burner
9,000 BTU

Burner
6,000 BTU

Burner
9,000 BTU 

Burner
12,500 BTU

DÅTID 250 gas cooktop $299 
Four sealed burners. Removable 

pot support for easy cleaning. 

W22⅞×D19⅝×H2½". 
Anthracite 201.105.02

Burner
5,940 BTU

Burner
3,600 BTU

Burner
5,940 BTU 

Burner
10,800 BTU

DÅTID gas cooktop $379 
Four sealed burners. Removable pot 

support in durable porcelain-coated 

cast iron for increased stability and 

easy cleaning. W30×D21×H3⅜". 
Anthracite 301.423.24 

Burner
9,000 BTU

Burner
6,000 BTU

Burner
9,000 BTU 

Burner
12,500 BTU

DÅTID microwave oven $549 
Installs in a 24" or a 30" high 

cabinet; gives a comfortable work 

height and clears work space on 

the countertop. 10 power levels. 

800W. 1.4 cu ft. Auto cook, 

reheat and defrost function. 

W29¾×D21¼×H17⅞". 
Anthracite 201.423.29

LAGAN microwave oven with 
extractor fan $149 Installs in a 

row of wall cabinets; provides 

comfortable work height and clears 

space on the countertop. 900W. 

1.5 cu ft. 221 CFM, ducted using 

3¼×10" ventilation. 112 CFM in 

recirculation mode. 6.6 sones. 

Defrost and auto reheat function. 

W29⅞×D15½×H17¼". 
White 901.520.27

NUTID gas cooktop $499 
Two sealed burners, one triple crown 

burner. Tempered glass; easy-to-

clean suface. Removable pot support 

in durable cast iron for increased 

stability. W30⅜×D13¾×H2¼". 
Black 801.520.23  

Burner Burner Burner
10,500 BTU 5,600 BTU 3,700 BTU

Appliances shown require installation.
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6564 APPLIANCES

Hoods
Cook clean, without food odor and steam. At the same time, make a statement with a 

free-hanging or wall-mounted hood. Or be discreet and choose a built-in extractor fan. 

Most hoods can be installed in two ways – in recirculation mode with a charcoal filter or 

ducted to the outside. The built-in grease filters are easy to keep clean, since they are 

dishwasher-safe. Which is good, since the hood uses less energy with a clean filter.

NUTID HDN P850 extractor hood 

$899

All IKEA appliances have a 
FREE 5-year limited  

warranty. (Except LAGAN). 
Find out more on page 73.

NUTID HDN P650 extractor hood 
$799 Angled hood for a better view 
and more room to work at the 

cooktop. 2x40W halogen bulbs 
included. Stainless steel. 

W24×D19⅝×H31⅞–46½". 
801.473.57

LUFTIG vented extractor fan $59 
Integrated extractor fan with two 

different speeds. W29⅞×D17⅝×H6". 
White 200.920.08

DÅTID PRO H50 extractor hood 
$599 2x20W halogen bulbs included. 
W35½×D20⅜×H31½–51". 
Anthracite 401.423.28

LUFTIG HOO S50 extractor hood 
$1299 Ceiling mounted. Hang above 
a kitchen island or place in a corner. 
4x20W halogen bulbs included. 
Stainless steel. 

W43¼×D23½×H31⅛–42½". 
500.920.21

NUTID HDN SW850 extractor 
hood $999 2x40W halogen bulbs 
included. Stainless steel. 

W29⅞×D15¾×H25¾–47¼". 
901.423.59

NUTID HDN P850 extractor hood 
$899 Angled hood for a better view 
and more room to work at the 

cooktop. 2x40W halogen bulbs 
included. Stainless steel. 

W30×D19⅝×H31⅞–46½". 
301.423.57

LUFTIG convertible extractor 
fan $79.99 Infinitely variable 
speed; adjust according to need. 
W29⅞×D17½×H6". 
Stainless steel 000.920.09  
White 001.520.41

DÅTID extractor hood $549
2x20W halogen bulbs included. 
W30×D20⅜×H31½–51". 
Anthracite 001.423.25

NUTID HDN G650 extractor hood 
$999 Angled hood for a better view 
and more room to work at the 

cooktop. 2x40W halogen bulbs 
included. W30×D16×H39⅝–54¾". 
Stainless steel/white 501.423.56

NUTID HDN SI850 free-hanging 
extractor hood $1199 Ceiling 

mounted. 2x40W halogen bulbs 
included. Stainless steel. 

W29⅞×D15¾×H31½–51⅝". 
101.423.58

LUFTIG HOO C50 extractor 
hood $499 2x40W halogen bulbs 
included. Stainless steel. 

W30×D20¼×H35⅞–51¾". 
500.920.16

LUFTIG HOO E50 extractor hood 
$549 Integrated, easily accessible 

spice rack; clears work space on the 
countertop. 2x20W halogen bulbs 
included. Stainless steel. 

W29⅞×D19¼×H33–42⅝". 
501.105.05

DÅTID HOO M50 extractor 
hood $479 2x20W halogen bulbs 
included. W23⅜×D20⅛×H31½–51". 
Anthracite 801.105.04

PRAKTFULL PRO B50 extractor 
hood $999 Angled hood for a better 

view and more room to work at the 
cooktop. 2x20W halogen bulbs 
included. Stainless steel. 

W35⅜×D19⅝×H30⅞–47¼". 
301.105.06

LUFTIG
vented

LUFTIG
convertible

LUFTIG 
HOO C50

DÅTID 
HOO M50 DÅTID DÅTID PRO 

H50
NUTID HDN 

P650

CFM 190 220 400 400 400 400 330

Sones 6 7.5 7.47 6.93 6.93 6.93 6.1

Speed settings 2 Infinite 3 3 3 3 3

NYTTIG FIL charcoal filter¹ - 2 3 3 3 3 5

NUTID HDN 
P850

NUTID HDN 
G650

NUTID HDN 
SW850

NUTID HDN 
SI850

PRAKTFULL PRO 
B50

LUFTIG 
HOO E50 

LUFTIG 
HOO S50 

CFM 330 502 502 502 400 400 480

Sones 6.1 8.37 8.37 8.37 6.93 6.93 9.9

Speed settings 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

NYTTIG FIL charcoal filter¹ 5 4 4 4 3 3 4

Appliances shown require installation.
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All IKEA appliances have a 

FREE 5-year limited warranty. 

(Except LAGAN). Find out 

more on page 73.

Fridge/freezers and dishwashers
Our fridge/freezers come in different sizes, so think about how big you need it to be. 

Consider if you want a top-mounted model or a side-by-side fridge/freezer. The side-by-

side models are all Energy Star® Qualified, which our dishwashers are too. How big your 

dishwasher needs to be depends on how often you cook and the size of your household. 

Choose between white and stainless steel dishwashers or go for the integrated model, 

that you can get with doors to match your kitchen. 
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Appliances shown require installation.

Fridge/freezers

Dishwashers

1 2 3

4 5 6
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 NUTID S23 counter-depth 

fridge+freezer 

$1399

APPLIANCES

new

11987 10

1. ENERGISK B18 fridge/freezer $349  

Mount doors with the opening to the right or left. 

Fridge: 14 cu ft. Freezer: 4 cu ft. 

W28×D32⅞×H68". White 900.920.24 

2. ENERGISK B18 fridge/freezer $499 

Ice cube tray in the freezer. Fridge: 14 cu ft. 

Freezer: 4 cu ft. W28×D31×H68". 
White 501.104.21

3. ENERGISK B18 fridge/freezer $699  

Mount doors with the opening to the right or left. 

Fridge: 14 cu ft. Freezer: 4 cu ft. W28×D31×H68". 
Stainless steel 200.920.27 

4. NUTID S25 fridge+freezer 

Water and ice machine in the door. 

Fridge: 15.4 cu ft. Freezer: 10 cu ft. 
W35½×D33¾×H69¾". 
$999 Stainless steel 001.495.29  
$799 White 801.495.30

5. NUTID S23 counter-depth fridge+freezer 

Counter-depth fridge/freezer; same depth as 

kitchen cabinets for a fully integrated look. 

Water and ice machine in the door. Fridge: 14 cu ft. 

Freezer: 9.01 cu ft. W36×D27½×H68¾". 
$1399 Stainless steel 201.423.72  
$1349 White 001.423.73

6. new NUTID fridge/freezer $1449 

Fully extending freezer drawer at a user-friendly 

height for easy overview and access to the 

contents. Fridge: 17.3 cu ft. Freezer: 7.5 cu ft. 

W36×D32×H70". Stainless steel 501.840.87

7. RENLIG dishwasher $199 10 place settings. 
4 cycles. Extra option of drying dishes without heat 

available. W23⅞×D24×H33⅞". White 100.919.76 

8. RENLIG dishwasher $349 

10 place settings. 5 cycles. Dishwasher with 
timer; can be preset to start 3 hours later. 

W23⅞×D24×H33⅞". Stainless steel 500.919.79

9. RENLIG tall tub dishwasher 14 place settings. 

5 cycles. Dishwasher with timer; can be preset to 

start up to 4 hours later. W23⅞×D25½×H33⅞". 
$499 Stainless steel 100.919.81   
$399 White 300.919.80

10. RENLIG integrated dishwasher $599  

14 place settings. 4 cycles. Fully integrated; should 

be fitted with a door in the same design as the rest 
of the kitchen. W24×D23¾×H33⅞". 601.423.70

11. NUTID dishwasher $649 14 place settings. 

4 cycles. Dishwasher with timer; can be preset 

to start up to 4 hours later. W24×D24½×H33⅞". 
Stainless steel 401.423.71
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1 Get inspired
Can you get your kitchen in white? Or in a 

brown color? Go to IKEA-USA.com/kitchen 

and spend some time browsing through 

kitchens in different styles.

5  Decide how much  
help you want
An IKEA kitchen is constructed so you 

can easily assemble and install it yourself 

to save money. But if you want, we can 

help you arrange delivery, assembly and 

installation, by independent contractors 

at reasonable fees. We can help you with 

financing too. For more details, contact 

the kitchen planning specialists in your 

local IKEA store. 

4  Finalize your solution
When your plan is set, including storage 

and your choice of appliances, it is time 

to complete your kitchen. Things like wall 

organizers and trolleys add both function 

and style. And don’t forget lighting, to make 

your kitchen look good and work well. 

2  Measure your space
Almost all kitchen spaces have an awkward 

corner. But if you measure first, almost 

everything can be sorted out. If you need 

help measuring, just contact your local 

IKEA store and we’ll help you get the 

measuring done right at a low cost.

3 Start planning
Use the free 3D planner at 

IKEA-USA.com/kitchenplanner or use  

the punch-out puzzle, fill in your measure-

ments and start visualizing your ideas. 

When planning your kitchen, make sure 

there is a big main workspace and then 

consider your storage needs and which  

appliances you want. Using the kitchen 

planner, you can save all your ideas on  

our website and go through them again 

with our in-store kitchen experts.

How to buy your new IKEA kitchen

Planning tools

How to plan and buy p.70

Choose your services p.72

Limited Warranties p.73

Cabinet buying guide p.74 

Checklist p.82

Punch-out puzzle p.83
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PL ANNING TOOLS

Getting the  
work zones right

Measuring is 
the first step

Organizing your kitchen  
from the inside...

Once you have the measurements, 

plug them into the kitchen planner at  

IKEA-USA.com/kitchenplanner and 

play around to see what’s possible.

...and out

WASHING 

ZONE

STORAGE 

ZONE

COOKING  

ZONE

THE WORK TRIANGLE

Start with measuring from floor to ceiling, from wall 

to wall and from the corners to doors.

Then, measure the size of your windows and doors, 

plus the distance to the ceiling, the corners and the 

floor. It’s also a good idea to mark onto your draw-

ing the space that doors and windows need to open.

Finally, mark the placements of the existing 

electrical outlets, switches, water pipes, gas 

connections and radiators/heating vents.

Keeping things near where you use them will 

help make your kitchen really efficient. Interior 

organizers like drawer dividers and plate holders 

keep things organized, within reach and make the 

most of the storage space you’ve got.

Improve kitchen efficiency even more with wall and 

sink organizers like wall-mounted rails, dish drainers 

and baskets. They offer easy access storage as well 

as creating more room to work. 

Add good task lighting like countertop spotlights and 

cabinet lighting to make it easier to work.

To create a natural workflow in your kitchen you can divide it 

into three main work zones – cooking, storing and washing. 

Placing them right is crucial to get an ergonomic working 

triangle, where everything is within reach.

For storing, make sure you have enough storage for all the 

food – both for dry goods and in the fridge. A countertop 

near your high cabinets and fridge makes it easier to 

unpack shopping bags. The sink is good to place between 

cooktop and fridge, so you can prepare food and wash 

dishes easily. As for the cooking zone, place the cooktop 

near the sink for easy access to water so you avoid crossing 

the kitchen with hot pots and pans.

Having enough workspace is crucial for making your kitchen 

work well. It is where you bake, chop, mix, stir...  

A rule of thumb is to have a main workspace that is at least 

32½" wide. Preferably it is placed between cooktop and sink, 

but it can be located on a kitchen island too. In addition, it is 

good to have workspace on each side of sink and cooktop – 

for setting dishes to dry and for bowls and pots.

7170

How to plan your new IKEA kitchen
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Choose your services

7372 LIMITED WARR ANT Y

Measuring 
You do it 
Find step-by-step directions on how to properly 

measure your current kitchen on page 74 or log 

onto IKEA-USA.com/kitchenguide  

to see our complete kitchen guide and  

measurement instructions plus lots more.

We do it 
Would you rather have one of our independent

installation specialists measure your kitchen? Contact your

local IKEA store and we will be happy to help you arrange 

for a home measuring visit.

Installation
You do it
IKEA kitchens are specifically designed to be 

easily assembled and installed. But so that you 

aren’t left scratching your head we’ve produced 

a self-installation booklet, available in store and 

online, to guide you along the way. If you need 

some help while you work, you can rent the 

services of one of our independent installation 

professionals. They’ll help with the trickier jobs 

like installing countertops and sinks or using 

special tools to cut panels and benches.

We do it
Our installation service is an à la carte arrangement, simply meaning you 

order the service you need, which can include:

• demolition and removal of your old kitchen 
• cabinet assembly and installation
• countertop cutting and installation
• installation of sink, faucets and appliances
• connection to electricity, gas and water;
• plus carpentry, flooring and tiling services

All prices and quotes for services are estimated in store, confirmed by the 

independent installation professional and based on the finalized kitchen 

plan.

Delivery
You do it 
Some IKEA kitchens are stocked in the 

store and are flat-packed so you can take 

them home. So you don’t have to wait to 

get started. And if you need it, we have 

free cardboard roof-racks available. 

You can also rent a van at your IKEA store. The price is calculated on the 

type of van that you need and how much time you will need it. You will be 

required to leave a deposit. See your local IKEA store for conditions and 

prices. This service may not be available at all IKEA locations.

We do it 
If you need assistance getting your purchases home, we can help arrange 

door-to-door delivery by an independent delivery company at a reason-

able rate. The cost for delivery is calculated according to your purchase 

and the location of your home. For more information visit your local IKEA 

store’s home page at IKEA-USA.com. Of course, the best way to get 

information is to check with your local IKEA store for rates and delivery 

times.

Finance service
With the IKEA Credit Card you won’t have to wait for 

the home furnishings that you need. If approved, you 

can take them home today! Apply now - it’s quick, 

easy and secure. There’s no interest if you pay off an 

IKEA Credit Card purchase of at least $299 within 90 

days* (minimum monthly payments are required). For 

purchases over $1,000 you can ask to spread your 

payments over 24 months* Visit your local IKEA store or 

IKEACards.com to apply or for details.

*Subject to credit approval.

General conditions for 
Everyday Quality - Limited 
Warranties
What is covered under the limited warranty?
The extent of the limited warranty given for each product is described alongside 

each product below.

Duration of Limited Warranty:
Each limited warranty lasts for the number of years stated against each product 

below, starting from the date of purchase.

What will be done to correct the problem?
IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s covered under this limited 

warranty. IKEA through its own service operations or authorized service 

partner, will then, at its choice, either repair the defective product or replace it 

with the same or a comparable product. In these cases, IKEA will be responsible 

for the costs of repairs, spare parts, labor and travel for repair staff that IKEA 

incurs, provided that the product is accessible for repair without IKEA incurring 

additional expenditure to gain access. This will not apply in cases where repair 

work has not been authorized by IKEA (or its authorized service partner). 

Any defective parts removed in the course of repair works will become the 

property of IKEA. If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide an 

appropriate replacement. IKEA will decide at its discretion, what will constitute 

an appropriate replacement.

Conditions for the Everyday Quality - Limited Warranties:
The limited warranties are valid from the original date of purchase of the 

product. In order to rely on this limited warranty, the original receipt is required 

as proof of purchase by the original purchaser. 

Exclusions: The limited warranties do not apply to products that have been 

stored or assembled incorrectly, used inappropriately, abused, misused, 

altered, or cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or wrong cleaning products. 

The limited warranties do not cover normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, or 

damage caused by impacts or accidents. The limited warranties do not apply 

if products have been placed outdoors or in a humid environment or if the 

products have been used for non-domestic purposes (unless otherwise stated). 

The limited warranties are for the benefit of the original purchaser of the 
product and are not transferable. For details see the limited warranty conditions 

and description for every product. Whirlpool, the original manufacturer of the 

“For IKEA from Whirlpool” appliances will provide the service through its own 

service operations or authorized service partner network.

Care instructions: 
To be able to claim this limited warranty you need to follow the specific care 
instructions for every product. You will find all care instructions with or on the 
product in the IKEA stores.

General Legal Rights:
Some states and provinces do not allow the limitation or exclusion of incidental 

or consequential damage, so this limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. 

This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have 
other rights that vary from country to country, province to province or state to 

state. 

How to reach us if you need service:
Contact your local IKEA store to make a claim under the product specific limited 
warranty. You will find the address and phone number in the IKEA catalog or at 
IKEA-USA.com. 

Save your sales receipt as proof of purchase. Proof of purchase is required by 

original purchaser for the limited warranties to be valid.

To find out more pick up the EVERYDAY QUALITY - 

LIMITED WARRANTY folders in your local IKEA store.

AKURUM/RATIONELL
What is covered under this limited warranty? 

This limited warranty covers defects in material and 

workmanship of the following parts of the AKURUM 

kitchen system: •cabinet frames • fronts •INTEGRAL 
hinges •RATIONELL fully-extending drawers •RATIONELL 
tempered glass and melamine shelves •RATIONELL wire 
baskets •plinths •legs •cover panels •deco strips/moldings 

•countertops that are at least 3.8cm thick •sinks •PERFEKT end units, wine 
shelf and plate shelf •PERFEKT shelves with two drawers •RATIONELL bottom 
trays for base cabinet •RATIONELL drawers under oven •RATIONELL floor-
level drawers •RATIONELL dish drainers for wall cabinet. This limited warranty 
applies to domestic use only. What is not covered under this limited 

warranty? Knobs, handles, countertops that are less than 3.8 cm thick, 
appliances and faucets. Custom countertops are covered under a separate 

limited warranty (see IKEA store for details). See also “Conditions for Everyday 

Quality - Limited Warranties” on this page. How long will coverage last? This 

limited warranty is valid for 25 years from the purchase date by the original 

purchaser. See also "General Conditions" on page 72. 

APPLIANCES -
FREE WARRANTY
What is covered under this warranty? This warranty 

covers defects in material and workmanship that existed 

when the major appliance was purchased. This warranty 

applies to domestic use only. The exceptions are specified 
under the headline “What is not covered under this warranty?”.  

What is not covered under this warranty?

•Service calls to correct the installation of your major appliance, to instruct you 
on how to use your major appliance, to replace or repair house fuses, or to correct 

house wiring or plumbing. •Service calls to repair or replace appliance light bulbs, 
air filters or water filters. Consumable parts are excluded from warranty coverage. 
•Replacement parts or repair labor if this major appliance is used for other than 
normal, single-family household use or when it is used in a manner that is contrary 

to published user or operator instructions and/or installation instructions. •Damage 
resulting from accident, alteration, misuse, abuse, fire, flood, acts of God, improper 
installation, installation not in accordance with electrical or plumbing codes, 

or use of consumables or cleaning products not approved for use. •Cosmetic 
damage, including scratches, dents, chips or other damage to finish of your major 
appliance, unless such damage results from defects in materials and workmanship 

and is reported within 30 days from the date of purchase. •Any food loss due to 
refrigerator or freezer product failures. •Pick up and delivery. This major appliance 
is intended to be repaired in your home. •Repairs and parts or systems resulting 
from unauthorized modifications made to the appliance. •Expense for travel and 
transportation for product service if your major appliance is located in a remote 

area where service by an authorized servicer is not available. •The removal and 
reinstallation of your major appliance if it is installed in an inaccessible location or 

is not installed in accordance with published installation instructions. •Replacement 
parts or repair on major appliances with original model/serial numbers that have 

been removed, altered or cannot be easily determined. This warranty is void if 

the factory applied serial number has been altered or removed from your major 

appliance. •The cost of repair or replacement under these excluded circumstances 
shall be borne by the consumer. See also "General Conditions" on page 72.
How long will coverage last? The 5-year warranty is valid for all IKEA 

appliances, except for LAGAN appliances, that have a 1-year warranty. See also 
"General Conditions" on page 72.
Which appliances are covered under this warranty? This warranty is 

valid for five (5) years from the original date of purchase of the IKEA appliance 
from IKEA, when this major appliance is operated and maintained according to 

instructions for use attached to or furnished with the product. (LAGAN appliances 
have a one (1) year warranty from the original date of purchase from IKEA.) This 

warranty is valid only in the United States or Canada and applies only when the 

major appliance is used in the country in which it was purchased. Outside the 

50 United States and Canada, this warranty does not apply. Proof of purchase is 

required to obtain service under this warranty. If service work is carried out under 

warranty, this will not extend the warranty period for the appliance, or for the new 

parts. 

Appliances not covered under this warranty.

All appliances purchased from IKEA before August 1, 2009.

Who will execute the service?

This warranty is provided by Whirlpool Corporation or Whirlpool Canada LP 
(hereafter “Whirlpool”). Service must be provided by a Whirlpool designated service 

company.

KITCHEN FAUCETS
What is covered under this limited warranty? The 

10-year limited warranty is valid for all kitchen faucets at 

IKEA. This limited warranty covers defects in material and 

workmanship. This limited warranty applies to domestic use 

only. What is not covered under this limited warranty? 
The LAGAN faucet. See also “Conditions for the Everyday  

Quality - Limited Warranties” on this page. How long will 

coverage last? This limited warranty is valid for 10 years from the purchase date 

by the original purchaser. See also "General Conditions" on page 72.

What is covered under this limited warranty? 

This limited warranty covers function, materials and workmanship in 

all cookware in the above listed series. The limited warranty covers:  

•Stability of the base. •Washing in a domestic dishwasher (with the  
exception of non-stick coated items or items made of cast iron which  

we recommend should be washed by hand.) •Non-stick properties on  
non-stick pans. What is not covered under this limited warranty?  

This limited warranty does not cover changes in the appearance of the  

cookware unless they have a significant effect on function. See also  
“Conditions for the Everyday Quality - Limited Warranties” on this page.  

How long will coverage last? This limited warranty is valid for number of 

years shown on each of the respective logos above from the purchase date  

by the original purchaser. See also “General Conditions” on page 72.

Special information
This brochure has been prepared by IKEA. Sources of supply and specifications are 
subject to change. Every reasonable effort will be made to ensure that all advertised 

merchandise is available in adequate supply. A high standard of accuracy has been 

sought in the preparation of this brochure. Errors and omissions are always a pos-

sibility. Although IKEA cannot be held responsible, upon discovery of any errors or 

omissions, all reasonable steps will be taken to inform IKEA customers.

Country of origin
For all our products, we choose specialized manufacturers who can  

produce our components at the most prices. A single item may consist of several 

components from different countries. Country of origin information  

is available on each component when you pick it up.

new 
This symbol appears on products that are new to the brochure for this year.  

New items continue to arrive all the time, so visit the store often!

Conditions for our limited 
warranties

FAVORIT
Valid for all 

pots & pans 

without non 

stick coating 

(incl cast iron 

pots & pans)

FAVORIT
Valid for all 

pots & pans 

with non-stick 

coating

CF: 92000-sbki48a VERSION:2TF: 92000-us_072



CF: 92000-sbki41a CF: 92000-sbki41a VERSION:0TF: 92000-us_074

7574 All kitchen cabinets req ire assembly.                                                                                                                                           PLANNING  OOLS

AKURUM Cabinet b ying g ide
Base cabinets Height 30⅜", depth 24⅝" including door. 
Height 30⅜", depth 24⅝" including door. Cabinet height 34⅝" including toekick. Prices include frame, doors, hinges, shelves and drawers where 
shown. Drawer and door dampers are included in all drawer combinations except for the HÄRLIG series. Legs, toekick, knobs/handles and 
RATIONELL drawer dampers are sold separately. 

1 door, 1 drawer
2 doors, 
1 drawer

1 door, 1 drawer* 
D12⅞"

2 doors, 
1 drawer*

D12⅞"
2 doors, 

2 drawers 3 drawers 4 drawers
 3 drawers*, 

D12⅞"
4 drawers*, 

D12⅞" Pull-out cabinet Sink cabinet

For DOMSJÖ

1 sink
double 
sink

Used with either 
toekicks/legs or 
visible legs.

6"

24"

6"

24"

6"

24"

6"

24"

6"

24"

6"

24"

6"

24"

6"

24"

Width in inches 15 18 21 24 24 15 18 24 24 30 36 15 18 24 15 18 30 36 15 18 24 15 18 12 15 24 30 36 24 36

Cabinet number (code) AK BD1 AK BD1 AK BD1 AK BD1 AK BD2 AK BSD1 AK BSD1 AK BSD1 AK BSD2 AK BD2 AK BD2 AK B3D AK B3D AK B3D AK B4D AK B4D AK B4D AK B4D AK BS3D AK BS3D AK BS3D AK BS4D AK BS4D AK BP AK BP AK SD AK SD AK SD AK SDD AK SDD

HÄRLIG white $71 $78 $83 $92 $96 $50 $57 $79 $83 $132 $148 $106 $118 $138 $122 $134 $156 $174 $88 $101 $129 $84 $99 $102 $123 $68 $71 $79 $56 $67

APPLÅD black, white $97 $105 $112 $132 $124 $68 $76 $111 $103 $179 $181 $150 $168 $190 $188 $203 $213 $237 $108 $127 $157 $118 $136 $129 $152 $106 $116 $128 $67 $86

S Å  white $115 $127 $139 $154 $152 $86 $98 $133 $131 $215 $225 $161 $175 $213 $188 $207 $252 $274 $119 $134 $180 $118 $140 $149 $176 $116 $138 $156 $95 $130

NEXUS birch, brown, 
brown-black, yellow-brown

$125 $136 $143 $155 $173 $96 $107 $134 $152 $235 $243 $164 $182 $224 $190 $208 $251 $277 $122 $141 $191 $120 $141 $151 $176 $137 $158 $174 $107 $130

RUBRIK stainless steel $174 $185 — — — — — — — $333 $341 — — — — $251 $303 — — — — — $184 — — — $256 $272 — $208

ÄDEL white $126 $139 $153 $173 $169 $97 $110 $152 $148 $237 $249 $175 $194 $220 $203 $222 $271 $304 $133 $153 $187 $133 $155 $156 $183 $133 $160 $180 $107 $144

FAGERLAND antiq e stain $140 $152 $165 $175 $197 $111 $123 $154 $176 $265 $275 $181 $206 $249 $209 $229 $291 $337 $139 $165 $216 $139 $162 $168 $192 $161 $188 $206 $129 $160

LIDINGÖ white $149 $165 $179 $193 $211 $120 $136 $172 $190 $283 $301 $197 $218 $258 $224 $246 $307 $345 $155 $177 $225 $154 $179 $174 $205 $175 $206 $232 $141 $184

ÄDEL birch, beech, 
medium brown

$157 $177 $191 $214 $219 $128 $148 $193 $198 $299 $325 $190 $213 $276 $213 $236 $302 $342 $148 $172 $243 $143 $169 $173 $206 $183 $222 $256 $137 $186

ABS RAK  gray, red, white $172 $192 $206 $219 $244 $143 $163 $198 $223 $329 $355 $205 $229 $313 $238 $261 $328 $370 $163 $188 $280 $168 $194 $183 $215 $208 $252 $286 $155 $206

LILJES AD dark brown $172 $191 $209 $221 $247 $143 $162 $200 $226 $329 $353 $213 $235 $290 $248 $272 $332 $376 $171 $194 $257 $178 $205 $186 $224 $211 $252 $284 $167 $216

 IDAHOLM oak, brown-black $184 $205 $224 $238 $270 $155 $176 $217 $249 $353 $381 $200 $221 $289 $232 $258 $284 $330 $158 $180 $256 $162 $191 $192 $228 $234 $276 $312 $175 $224

SOLÄR beech $195 $217 $240 $245 $279 $166 $188 $224 $258 $375 $405 $248 $277 $308 $272 $310 $402 $455 $206 $236 $275 $202 $243 $203 $243 $243 $298 $336 $191 $256

ASKOME ash $217 $239 $263 $274 $312 $188 $210 $253 $291 $419 $449 $248 $278 $314 $291 $322 $405 $449 $206 $237 $281 $221 $255 $216 $256 $276 $342 $380 $215 $280

FRAME ONLY $30 $31 $33 $36 $36 $30 $31 $36 $36 $41 $45 $30 $31 $36 $30 $31 $41 $45 $22 $23 $26 $22 $23 $28 $30 $36 $41 $45 $36 $45

QUAN I Y/ O AL

* Integrated dampers are included in all 
drawers in all kitchen door series (except 
HÄRLIG series); catch the running drawers 
so that they close, slowly, silently 

   and softly.

Corner 
cabinet  
 with

pull-out 
fitting, 

1 drawer

Corner 
cabinet  

with 
1 shelf, 

1 drawer

Corner 
cabinet  

with lazy 
s san 2 wire baskets

2 wire baskets, 
1 drawer 1 door 2 doors Cooktop cabinet

Cooktop cabinet, 
2 drawers For oven

Door for 
dishwasher

Use with either 
toekicks/legs or 
visible legs.

6"

24"

6"

24"

6"

24"

Width in inches 49 49 37�37 15 18 21 24 15 18 21 24 24 12 15 18 21 24 24 30 36 30 36 30 36 24 30 24
Cabinet number (code) AK CBDC AK CBDS AK CBC AK BW AK BW AK BW AK BW AK BDW1 AK BDW1 AK BDW1 AKBDW1 AK BDW2 AK B1 AK B1 AK B1 AK B1 AK B1 AK B2 AK B2 AK B2 AK CTD AK CTD AK CT4D AK CT4D AK BO AK BO AK BDW1

HÄRLIG white $214 $158 $189 $76 $81 $89 $97 $95 $104 $112 $124 $128 $48 $52 $55 $60 $65 $70 $79 $87 $87 $99 $111 $125 $70 $66 $6

APPLÅD black, white $243 $187 $209 $86 $93 $101 $123 $121 $131 $141 $164 $156 $56 $62 $67 $72 $91 $81 $94 $106 $132 $148 $152 $172 $86 $76 $27

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange, yellow — — — — — — — — — — — — — $93 $104 — — — $156 $180 — — — — — — —

S Å  white $270 $214 $256 $110 $123 $135 $152 $139 $153 $168 $186 $184 $76 $86 $97 $106 $120 $121 $142 $166 $154 $176 $191 $209 $86 $76 $56

NEXUS birch, brown, 
brown-black, yellow-brown

$281 $225 $258 $110 $116 $129 $141 $149 $162 $172 $187 $205 $78 $86 $90 $100 $109 $125 $142 $152 $174 $194 $190 $212 $95 $86 $45

RUBRIK stainless steel — — — — — — $174 $198 $211 — — — $118 — — — $142 $205 — — $272 $292 $242 — — — —

RUBRIK colored glass/aluminum — — — $117 $130 — — — — — — — — $93 $104 — — — $156 $180 — — — — — — —

RUBRIK copper effect — — — $123 $138 — — — — — — — — $99 $112 — — — $168 $196 — — — — — — —

ÄDEL white $284 $228 $259 $117 $131 $145 $164 $150 $165 $182 $205 $201 $83 $93 $105 $116 $132 $135 $156 $182 $176 $200 $210 $239 $91 $81 $68

FAGERLAND antiq e stain $303 $247 $266 $126 $143 $154 $162 $164 $178 $194 $207 $229 $95 $102 $117 $125 $130 $159 $174 $206 $204 $226 $230 $272 $88 $87 $66

LIDINGÖ white $310 $254 $276 $139 $153 $171 $183 $173 $191 $208 $225 $243 $101 $115 $127 $142 $151 $171 $200 $226 $222 $252 $246 $280 $99 $89 $87

ÄDEL birch, beech, medium brown $329 $273 $297 $140 $158 $177 $195 $181 $203 $220 $246 $251 $100 $116 $132 $148 $163 $169 $202 $236 $238 $276 $241 $277 $111 $106 $99

ABS RAK  gray, red, white $351 $295 $298 $149 $166 $186 $194 $105 $112 $119 $173 $276 $110 $125 $140 $157 $162 $189 $220 $252 $268 $306 $267 $305 $118 $113 $98

LILJES AD dark brown $354 $298 $324 $158 $176 $194 $204 $196 $217 $238 $253 $279 $113 $134 $150 $165 $172 $195 $238 $272 $268 $304 $271 $311 $109 $100 $108

 IDAHOLM oak, brown-black $369 $313 $303 $162 $181 $198 $221 $208 $231 $253 $270 $302 $119 $138 $155 $169 $189 $207 $246 $282 $292 $332 $223 $265 $124 $118 $125

SOLÄR beech $385 $329 $332 $177 $200 $226 $233 $219 $243 $269 $277 $311 $130 $153 $174 $197 $201 $229 $276 $320 $314 $356 $341 $390 $114 $112 $137

ASKOME ash $408 $352 $346 $190 $231 $239 $248 $241 $265 $292 $306 $344 $143 $166 $205 $210 $216 $255 $302 $382 $358 $400 $344 $384 $126 $121 $152

FRAME ONLY $56 $56 $66 $30 $31 $33 $36 $30 $31 $33 $36 $36 $28 $30 $31 $33 $36 $36 $41 $45 $41 $45 $41 $45 $36 $41 —

QUAN I Y/ O AL

$88 $102 $112

$118 $132

$196 $218 $235 $251



CF: 92000-sbki42a CF: 92000-sbki42a VERSION:1TF: 92000-us_076

7776 All kitchen cabinets require assembly.                                                                                                                                           PLANNING  OOLS

Wall cabinets
Depth 12⅞" including door, unless otherwise stated. Prices include frame, doors, hinges, carousel and shelves where shown. Door dampers are 
included in all door combinations, except for HÄRLIG series. Wall cabinets with glass doors have tempered glass shelves. RUBRIK door is availa-
ble in white glass, handle included. 

* The horizontal wall cabinet has a door lift 
with catch and gas damper; stays in place 
in an open position and closes slowly and 
gently. The door opens to 107°.

With shelves, H30⅜" With shelves, H30⅜"
With sliding 

doors, H30⅜" With shelves, H39⅛" With shelves, H39⅛"
With sliding 

doors, H39⅛"
Corner cabinet with 

shelves
Corner cabinet with 

carousel With glass door(s) and glass shelves

H30⅜" H39⅛" H30⅜" H39⅛" H30⅜"

Width in inches 12 15 18 21 24 24 30 36 48 12 15 18 21 24 24 30 36 48 25�25 25�25 25�25 25�25 15 18 30 36
Cabinet number (code) AK W1 AK W1 AK W1 AK W1 AK W1 AK W2 AK W2 AK W2 AK WSD2 AK W1 AK W1 AK W1 AK W1 AK W1 AK W2 AK W2 AK W2 AK WSD2 AK CWS AK CWS AK CWC AK CWC AK WG AK WG AK WG AK WG

HÄRLIG white $33 $35 $37 $42 $45 $50 $55 $62 $169 — — — — — — — — — $67 — $111 — — — — —

APPLÅD black, white $41 $45 $49 $54 $71 $61 $70 $81 $211 $52 $57 $62 $66 $83 $79 $90 $102 $245 $79 $95 $123 $139 — — — —

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange, yellow — $76 $86 — — — $76 $86 — — $93 $106 — — — $162 $190 — — — — — — — — —

S Å  white $61 $69 $79 $88 $100 $101 $118 $141 $269 $73 $86 $99 $112 $119 $121 $148 $176 $317 $99 $125 $143 $169 $89 $100 $158 $183

NEXUS birch, brown, 
brown-black, yellow-brown

$63 $69 $72 $82 $89 $105 $118 $127 $247 $74 $80 $86 $97 $102 $123 $136 $150 $283 $109 $134 $153 $178 — — — —

AVSIK  frosted glass/aluminum — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $77 $85 $134 $153

RUBRIK colored glass/aluminum — $76 $86 — — — $132 $155 — — $93 $106 — — — $162 $190 — — — — — $81 $92 $142 $167

RUBRIK stainless steel $103 — — — $122 $185 — — $313 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

RUBRIK copper effect — $82 $94 — — — $144 $171 — — $91 $104 — — — $158 $186 — — — — — — — — —

ÄDEL white $68 $76 $87 $98 $112 $115 $132 $157 $293 $79 $92 $106 $119 $133 $133 $160 $190 $345 $111 $134 $155 $178 $92 $103 $164 $189

FAGERLAND antique stain $80 $85 $99 $107 $110 $139 $150 $181 $289 $92 $104 $117 $131 $138 $159 $184 $212 $355 $120 $143 $164 $187 $101 $112 $182 $207

LIDINGÖ white $86 $98 $109 $124 $131 $151 $176 $201 $331 $103 $119 $135 $151 $159 $181 $214 $248 $397 $132 $161 $176 $205 $109 $120 $198 $223

ÄDEL birch, beech, medium brown $85 $99 $114 $130 $143 $149 $178 $211 $355 $105 $124 $142 $161 $175 $185 $224 $262 $429 $134 $167 $178 $211 $120 $138 $220 $259

ABS RAK  gray, red, white $95 $108 $122 $139 $142 $169 $196 $227 $353 $113 $133 $152 $171 $174 $201 $242 $282 $427 $144 $174 $188 $218 — — — —

LILJES AD dark brown $98 $117 $132 $147 $152 $175 $214 $247 $373 $122 $146 $169 $186 $192 $219 $268 $316 $463 $154 $186 $198 $230 $148 $176 $276 $335

 IDAHOLM oak, brown-black $104 $121 $137 $151 $169 $187 $222 $257 $407 $126 $146 $166 $186 $189 $227 $268 $310 $457 $159 $193 $203 $237 $136 $153 $252 $289

SOLÄR beech $115 $136 $156 $179 $181 $209 $252 $295 $431 $144 $170 $197 $224 $227 $263 $316 $372 $533 $168 $214 $212 $258 — — — —

ASKOME ash $128 $149 $187 $192 $196 $235 $278 $357 $461 $157 $184 $210 $226 $230 $289 $344 $398 $539 $189 $232 $233 $276 $167 $194 $314 $371

FRAME ONLY $21 $22 $23 $25 $26 $26 $29 $34 $52 $26 $27 $29 $31 $32 $32 $35 $41 $64 $47 $59 $47 $59 $22 $23 $29 $34

QUAN I Y/ O AL

With glass door(s) and glass shelves Fan/refrigerator Refrigerator Refrigerator Cabinet For microwave oven, depth with shelf 20" Horizontal wall cabinet*

H39⅛" H15¼" H17¾" H24" D24⅝xH15¼" D24⅝xH24" H17¾" H24" H30⅜" H39⅛" H15" H15"

Width×Height in inches 15 18 30 36 30 36 30 36 30 36 30 36 30 36 24 24 24 30 24 30 30⅜ 39⅛ 30⅜ 39⅛
Cabinet number (code) AK WG AK WG AK WG AK WG AK WFR AK WFR AK WFR AK WFR AK WFR AK WFR AK WRD AK WRD AK WRD AK WRD AK W1 AK W2 AK WM AK WM AK WM AK WM AK WH AK WH AK WGH AK WGH

HÄRLIG white — — — — $36 $39 $37 $42 $51 $59 $52 $59 $62 $67 $32 $47 $53 $67 $66 $73 $44 — — —

APPLÅD black, white — — — — $49 $56 $52 $61 $68 $78 $65 $76 $79 $86 $48 $58 $65 $80 $77 $90 $49 $64 — —

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange, yellow — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $80 $100 — —

S Å  white — — — — $69 $78 $74 $89 $104 $122 $85 $98 $115 $130 $66 $86 $83 $100 $105 $126 $73 $93 $88 $107

NEXUS birch, brown, 
brown-black, yellow-brown

— — — — $73 $86 $80 $93 $110 $122 $89 $106 $121 $130 $66 $98 $84 $104 $117 $132 $73 $87 — —

AVSIK  frosted glass/aluminum $90 $101 $156 $180 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $76 $92

RUBRIK colored glass/aluminum $98 $112 $172 $202 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $80 $100 — —

RUBRIK stainless steel — — — — — — — — — — — — — $209 — — — — — — — — — —

RUBRIK copper effect — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $86 $98 — $107

ÄDEL white $110 $125 $196 $228 $83 $90 $88 $97 $116 $136 $99 $110 $127 $144 $73 $98 $88 $114 $117 $138 $80 $99 $91 $112

FAGERLAND antique stain $119 $134 $214 $246 $101 $106 $108 $119 $134 $152 $117 $126 $145 $160 $82 $120 $97 $132 $139 $156 $89 $111 $100 $121

LIDINGÖ white $131 $149 $238 $276 $111 $118 $120 $133 $150 $176 $127 $138 $161 $184 $92 $132 $105 $142 $151 $172 $102 $126 $108 $126

ÄDEL birch, beech, medium brown $150 $169 $276 $316 $107 $116 $112 $135 $152 $178 $123 $136 $163 $186 $94 $128 $106 $138 $147 $174 $103 $131 $119 $152

ABS RAK  gray, red, white — — — — $115 $134 $130 $153 $170 $198 $131 $154 $181 $206 $104 $146 $116 $146 $165 $192 $112 $140 — —

LILJES AD dark brown $186 $190 $348 $358 $139 $142 $144 $161 $180 $208 $155 $162 $191 $216 $111 $158 $122 $170 $177 $202 $121 $153 $147 $188

 IDAHOLM oak, brown-black $161 $185 $298 $348 $135 $152 $150 $171 $190 $216 $151 $172 $201 $224 $113 $166 $125 $166 $185 $212 $125 $153 $135 $163

SOLÄR beech — — — — $143 $166 $164 $191 $214 $248 $159 $186 $225 $256 $130 $182 $141 $174 $201 $236 $138 $175 — —

ASKOME ash $201 $235 $378 $448 $171 $192 $186 $213 $236 $272 $187 $212 $247 $280 $143 $206 $150 $202 $225 $258 $153 $191 $166 $203

FRAME ONLY $27 $29 $35 $41 $22 $25 $23 $28 $27 $31 $38 $45 $48 $51 $24 $25 $26 $29 $32 $35 $41 $49 $41 $49

QUAN I Y/ O AL

$132 $155

$208



CF: 92000-sbki43a

With 6 shelves
Pantry  

2 drawers Pull-out cabinet  ven cabinet  ven cabinets with 2 drawers
Double oven  

cabinet with 1 drawer
 ven/microwave oven  
cabinet with 1 drawer

 ven cabinet  
with 3 drawers

Use with either 

toekicks/legs or 

visible legs.

24"

64"

24"

64"

15"

64"

24"

64"

15"

24"

41"

24"

40"

24"

30"

24"

26"

39"

24"

25"

15"

24"

41"

24"

40"

24"

15"

59"

6"

24"

58"

6"

15″

6″

59″

24″

6″

58″

24"

30"

26"

30"

28"

30"

WidthxHeight in inches 30�88 30�88 15�80 24�80 15�88 24�88 30�80 30�88 24�80 24�88 30�80 30�88 30�80 30�88 30�80 30�88 24�80 24�88

 rder code with AVSIKT glass door:

Cabinet number (code): AK H AK HD2 AK HP AK HP AK HP AK HP AK HS AK HS AK H 2D AK H 2D AK HS D AK HS D AK HD  AK HD AK H MD AK H MD AK H 3D AK H 3D

HÄRLIG white $213 $239 $227 $293 $238 $303 $171 $178 $183 — $193 $220 $179 $186 $179 $202 $210 $218

APPLÅD black, white $262 $312 $287 $363 $311 $389 $272 $287 $257 $270 $309 $340 $284 $299 $284 $315 $298 $309

S Å  white $394 $447 $345 $455 $366 $480 $304 $331 $304 $324 $357 $400 $294 $321 $294 $337 $338 $356

NEXUS birch, brown, brown-black, yellow-brown $412 $458 $353 $467 $375 $483 $302 $331 $304 $318 $348 $393 $305 $334 $305 $350 $350 $365

ÄDEL white $448 $508 $373 $492 $393 $526 $363 $388 $323 $345 $423 $464 $369 $394 $369 $410 $364 $380

FAGERLAND antique stain $468 $530 $383 $511 $403 $532 $406 $431 $341 $370 $468 $509 $399 $424 $399 $440 $386 $404

LIDINGÖ white $540 $602 $416 $561 $439 $590 $439 $470 $380 $409 $501 $548 $406 $437 $406 $453 $422 $445

ÄDEL birch, beech, medium brown $560 $615 $423 $552 $399 $589 $451 $288 $410 $443 $506 $559 $427 $464 $427 $480 $461 $487

ABS RAK  red, white, gray $592 $655 $434 $603 $465 $628 $500 $547 $446 $479 $563 $626 $468 $515 $468 $531 $503 $530

LILJES AD dark brown $644 $701 $467 $612 $491 $642 $560 $593 $433 $474 $617 $666 $518 $551 $518 $567 $482 $508

 IDAHOLM oak, brown-black  $658 $657 $467 $615 $498 $644 $543 $452 $449 $470 $542 $605 $509 $556 $509 $572 $498 $539

SOLÄR beech $746 $839 $503 $663 $542 $690 $596 $659 $477 $524 $689 $768 $537 $600 $537 $616 $521 $560

ASKOME ash $812 $886 $539 $703 $575 $741 $648 $705 $501 $536 $722 $795 $607 $664 $607 $680 $559 $593

FRAME  NLY $99 $99 $70 $82 $77 $99 $92 $99 $82 $89 $92 $99 $92 $99 $92 $99 $82 $89

QUAN I Y/ O AL

CF: 92000-sbki43a VERSION:0TF: 92000-us_078

7978 All kitchen cabinets require assembly.                                                                                                                                           PLANNING  OOLS

High cabinets Depth 24⅝" including door, unless otherwise stated.
Depth 24⅝", including door, unless otherwise stated. Prices including frame, doors, hinges, drawers, wire baskets and pull-out cleaning storage 
where shown. Drawer and door dampers are included in all drawer combinations except for the HÄRLIG series. Legs, toekicks, knobs/handles and 
RATI NELL drawer dampers sold separately. RUBRIK door is available in white, handle included.

* Integrated dampers are included in all drawers in  

all kitchen door series (except HÄRLIG series); 
catch the running drawers so that they close, 

slowly, silently and softly.

With 4 shelves, D12⅞" With 5 drawers*, D12⅞"
With 1 door and  

4 shelves, D12⅞" With 4 shelves
With 5  
drawers* With door(s) and 4 shelves With 6 shelves

With 5 drawers and  
1 wire basket

With pull-out  
cleaning storage With 4 shelves

Use with either 

toekicks/legs or 

visible legs.

15"

64"

15"

64"
80" 80"

15"

64"

15"

64" 80" 80" 80" 80"

24"

64"

24"

64"

24"

64"

15"

64"

24"

64"

15"

64"

WidthxHeight in inches 15�80 24�80 15�80 24�80 15�80 24�80 15�80 24�80 15�80 24�80 15�80 24�80 30�80 15�88 24�88 15�88 24�88 24�80 24�88 30�80

 rder code with AVSIKT glass door: AK AHS AK AHS AK AH AK AH AK AH

Cabinet number (code): AK HS AK HS AK HSD AK HSD AK RHS AK RHS AK H AK H AK HD AK HD AK RH AK RH AK RH AK H AK H AK HDW AK HDW AK HCP AK HCP AK H

HÄRLIG white $91 $111 $223 $320 — — $122 $148 $202 $382 — — — $137 $173 $291 $374 $206 $228 $190

APPLÅD black, white $116 $146 $243 $345 — — $147 $183 $288 $412 — — — $164 $216 $353 $455 $248 $281 $235

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange, yellow — — — — $177 $211 — — — — $208 $248 $345 — — — — — — —

S Å  white $174 $238 $301 $437 — — $205 $275 $346 $504 — — — $230 $312 $419 $551 $340 $377 $351

NEXUS birch, brown, brown-black, yellow-brown $182 $250 $309 $449 — — $213 $287 $354 $516 — — — $239 $315 $428 $554 $352 $380 $367

AVSIK  frosted glass/aluminum — — — — $127 $176 — — $158 $213 $262 — — — — — — —

RUBRIK colored glass/aluminum — — — — $177 $211 — — — — $208 $248 $345 — — — — — — —

ÄDEL white $202 $275 $329 $474 — — $233 $312 $374 $541 — — — $257 $358 $446 $597 $377 $423 $407

FAGERLAND antique stain $212 $294 $339 $493 — — $243 $331 $384 $560 — — — $267 $364 $456 $603 $396 $429 $427

LIDINGÖ white $245 $344 $372 $543 — — $276 $381 $417 $610 — — — $303 $422 $492 $661 $446 $487 $493

ÄDEL birch, beech, medium brown $252 $335 $379 $534 — — $283 $372 $424 $601 — — — $313 $421 $502 $660 $437 $486 $507

ABS RAK  red, white, gray $263 $386 $390 $585 — — $294 $423 $435 $652 — — — $329 $460 $518 $699 $488 $525 $529

LILJES AD dark brown $296 $395 $423 $594 — $327 $432 $468 $661 — — — $355 $474 $544 $713 $497 $539 $595

 IDAHOLM oak, brown-black  $296 $398 $423 $597 — — $327 $435 $468 $664 — — — $362 $476 $551 $715 $500 $541 $595

SOLÄR beech $332 $446 $459 $645 — — $363 $483 $504 $712 — — — $406 $522 $595 $761 $548 $587 $667

ASKOME ash $368 $486 $495 $685 — — $399 $523 $540 $752 — — — $439 $573 $628 $812 $588 $638 $739

RUBRIK copper effect — — — — $197 $241 — — — — $208 $248 $345 — — — — — — —

FRAME  NLY $45 $53 $45 $53 $45 $53 $70 $82 $70 $82 $70 $82 $92 $77 $89 $77 $89 $82 $89 $92

QUAN I Y/ O AL

$228 $278 $385

$248 $259 $298 $325 $274 $285 $274 $301 $293 $304
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8180 PERFEKT, UTBY, AVSIKT, AKURUM, and CAPITA require assembly                                                               PL ANNING TOOLS

*  

End shelf for Wine shelf* with space for Shelf*

base cabinet wall cabinet 10 bottles 14 bottles

Width×Depth×Height in inches 12×24⅝×30⅜ 12×12⅞×30⅜ 12×12⅞×39⅛ 9×12⅝×30 9×12⅝×39 9×12⅝×30 9×12⅝×39

Antique stained pine veneer — — — $69.99 $79.99 — —

Birch veneer — — — — — $69 $79

Black — — — — — $69 $79

Dark brown oak veneer — — — $69.99 $79.99 — —

Oak veneer — — — — — $69 $79

Stainless steel color — — — — — $89 $99

Yellow-brown — — — — — $69 $79

Brown-black — — — — — $69 $79

White $74 $79 $59 $59.99 $69.99 $59 $69

QUANTITY/TOTAL

AKURUM adjustable legs H3⅞–5⅜". Preadjusted 
to 4⅜". For use together with toekick, mounting fit-
tings included. Each leg will support a  
maximum load of 275 lbs (125 kg). 

H3⅞–5⅜" $6/4pk

PERFEKT toekick Cut to desired length. 
One extra edging strip for finishing cut edges for 
installation is included. Antique stain pine veneer, 
ash veneer, beech veneer, birch veneer, black foil, 
brown oak veneer, brown-black oak veneer, 
dark brown oak veneer, medium brown birch veneer, 
oak veneer, stainless steel color foil, white foil,  
yellow-brown oak veneer. 
L88×H4¼" $15

Choose toekicks or legs
AKURUM base and high cabinets can be used with a choice of AKURUM legs with toekicks or visible legs giving you an option of integrated or 
 freestanding design. All legs are height-adjustable. Ideal for uneven floors. 

CAPITA adjustable legs Stainless steel.

H4⅜–4¾" $10/4pk

H6¼–6¾" $12/4pk

H8½–8⅝" $14/4pk

UTBY adjustable legs Stainless steel.  
The legs must be attached to the floor when used in  
a kitchen island. Anchor fitting for attaching to floor 
included. Screws are sold separately.

H4⅜–4¾" $14/2pk

Do you need a larger work surface with a practical  
storage place? Then, extend your kitchen with an 
UTBY shelving unit and a matching countertop. The 
open shelf gives an airy impression - and allows you 
to reach things from two sides.

L47¼×D23⅝×H35⅜"
Shelving unit

$229

If you place UTBY shelving unit between two  
AKURUM base cabinets your kitchen will be airier 
and your pots easier to reach. With the help of the 
adjustable legs, you can set the shelving unit at the 
same height as the base cabinets so you have an 
even surface to work on.

W47¼×D23⅝×H35⅜"
Shelving unit

$229

Place UTBY shelving unit in the middle of the kitchen 
and you will have a kitchen island with an extra 
work surface and a practical storage place that’s 
easy to reach from every direction. Complete with 
a table top from the same series or with a matching 
made-to-measure countertop.

L47¼×D23⅝×H35⅜" 
Kitchen island with UTBY brown-black table top

$279

Kitchen island with VIKAN HYTTAN stainless 
steel table top

$328

Table top L47¼×D23⅝" 
Brown-black

$50

Get more storage space where you need it most by 
mounting AVSIKT on CAPITA legs. These roll-front  
cabinets are also extremely useful in other rooms at 
home, not least the study or home office. 

17⅞×12¼×47⅝" $189

23⅞×12¼×47⅝" $249

Stand the roll-front cabinet on the countertop to use  
the full height of the kitchen wall for storage. If you 
need a larger working  surface, you can choose wall 
cabinets instead. Store the things you don’t want to  
be visible but still need to have easily accessible in  
the cabinets. You can also place the lower cabinet 
on the unused space above the wall cabinet. 

17⅞×12¼×17¼" $159

23⅞×12¼×17¼" $189

17⅞×12¼×56½" $219

Cover panels for base cabinets
D24⅛"

Cover panels for wall cabinets 
D12⅞"

Cover panels for high cabinets
D24⅛"

Deco strip/moulding

Rounded Contoured

Height 30⅜" 3×8' 32¾" 41⅝" 79½" 88¼" L86" L86"

Antique stained pine veneer – FAGERLAND $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 — $22

Ash veneer – ASKOME $38 $145 $30 $40 $95 $105 $26 —

Beech veneer – SOLÄR $38 $145 $30 $40 $95 $105 $30 —

Beech veneer – ÄDEL $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 $26 —

Birch veneer – NEXUS/ÄDEL $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 $26 —

Black – APPLÅD $23 $104 $19 $25 $62 $71 $20 —

Brown oak veneer – NEXUS $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 $26 —

Brown-black oak veneer – NEXUS /TIDAHOLM $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 $26 —

Dark brown oak veneer – LILJESTAD $38 $145 $30 $40 $95 $105 — $30

High-gloss red foil – ABSTRAKT $38 $145 $30 $40 $95 $105 $37 —

High-gloss gray foil – ABSTRAKT $38 $145 $30 $40 $95 $105 $37 —

Medium brown birch veneer – ÄDEL $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 $30 —

Oak veneer – TIDAHOLM $38 $145 $30 $40 $95 $105 $26 —

Stainless steel – RUBRIK $38 — $30 (30⅜") $39 (39⅛") $100 $105 — —

White – APPLÅD $23 $104 $19 $25 $62 $71 $20 —

White – ÄDEL/STÅT/LIDINGÖ $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 $26 $24

White foil – ABSTRAKT $38 $145 $30 $40 $95 $105 $37 —

Yellow-brown oak veneer – NEXUS $32 $135 $27 $35 $89 $99 $26 —

QUANTITY/TOTAL

Wall cabinet suspension rail  
Do not use rail to mount base cabinets. Rail-to-wall 
mounting hardware is not included. Be sure to use 
the correct type for your wall construction. 

L79⅜×D⅜×H1⅜" $6

PERFEKT accessories
Cover panels can be attached to the end of frames to match your kitchen doors and drawers. 
Strips can be used both under wall cabinets and as moulding strips attached to the top of wall cabinets. 

UTBY
UTBY shelving unit has adjustable legs so that it stands steady on une-
ven surfaces. Stainless steel.

AVSIKT roll front cabinets
The roll-front will stay open at whatever height you choose. Just  
pull down, or push up and release. Height adjustable shelf/shelves 
included. Gray foil and roll-front in aluminum.

* Use as an end shelf of a wall cabinet or base cabinet, or mount 
between cabinets. Wine rack and shelf with 2 drawers fit between 
base or wall cabinets.
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You’re passionate 
about cooking; 
we’re passionate 
about cookware

$OO�SRWV�DQG�SDQV�LQ�WKH�)$925,7�

FRRNZDUH�VHULHV�KDYH�HLWKHU�D����\HDU�

RU����\HDU�OLPLWHG�ZDUUDQW\��

)LQG�RXW�PRUH�DERXW�RXU�OLPLWHG�

warranties on p. 73.
$9999

/7pcs
FAVORIT cookware set  

,QFOXGHV����TW�SRW�ZLWK�OLG���TW�DQG��TW�VDXFHSDQ�ZLWK�

OLG�DQG������IU\LQJ�SDQ��3RWV�OLGV��6WDLQOHVV�VWHHO��DOXPLQXP��

)U\LQJ�SDQ��7HÀRQ��3URIHVVLRQDO�FRDWHG�DQRGL]HG�DOXPLQXP������������



$5999

Get inspired. Get invited. Get on the list!  

7KHUH¶V�DOZD\V�VRPHWKLQJ�QHZ�DQG�H[FLWLQJ�KDSSHQLQJ�DW�\RXU�,.($�VWRUH��%H�WKH�¿UVW�WR�NQRZ�DERXW�LW�� 

SIGN UP NOW! IKEA-USA.com/signup
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